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Abstract

Topographic maps are one the best and most abundant sources of geographic
information. In most countries these maps are prepared by dedicated national
organizations and are therefore available for most or even entirety of a country’s
landmass. The information content of topographic maps is shown either in the
form of graphics (e.g. contour lines, roads, buildings, and bodies of water and
vegetation), or text (e.g. street labels, place names, and elevation data).
While most new maps are generated using computer programs, the majority
of existing topographic maps are only available as printed copies. The printing
process combines the graphical and textual features into a single 2D layer and
forms a complex mixture of heavily intersecting features in which the individual
information layers are no longer readily accessible. Development of automatic
feature extraction algorithms for map understanding systems has therefore been
of interest for a long time. Map interpretation systems can be utilized in a variety
of applications. The extracted road and contour lines can be used in Geographic
Information Systems (GIS) in order to update an existing map. Since topographic
maps are accurately geo-referenced, these layers can also be used in conflation with
iii

satellite imagery to obtain a single integrated map. Additionally, the extracted text
can be used to classify or search for maps that contain the name of a particular
street, area, or city in a database of map images, or to add such information to
satellite imagery. Furthermore, the elevation data can be used in conjunction with
the extracted contour lines in order to create 3D digital elevation models.
In this dissertation we focus on the development of a system for automatic extraction of various graphical features and recognition of the text content of scanned
topographic maps. The input to this system is the image of a scanned topographic
map, and the output consists of each of the various graphical features extracted as
separate layers and the recognized text. This system has been designed such that
heuristics are not used, user interaction is limited only to a supervisory capacity,
and the need for prior knowledge about the map images is minimal. Furthermore, we have tested our system extensively on the difficult class of United States
Geological Survey (USGS) topographic maps which contain dense and regularly
overlapping features, and use the same color for linear features, text, and buildings.
The challenges encountered in the separation of the text and graphics in maps
can be divided into two categories. The first group of challenges result from the
scanning process, and consist of artifacts caused by blurring, aliasing, and mixing
of colors of adjacent pixels. Topographic maps mainly consist of very thin linear
features such as contour lines and road lines that are easily affected by the blending
of colors across the pixels of intersecting features and erosion of the edges. Hence
unlike other printed documents, the impact of the scanning artifacts cannot be
overlooked here. The main challenge in separating the graphical and textual elements however emanates from the heavy intersection and overlapping of features
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as they increase the likelihood of classification errors.
Graphical features are in general more tolerant to extraction errors. On the
other hand, the text content of maps is far more sensitive to defects since any quality degradation has a negative impact on the recognition rate of the extracted text.
Misclassification of text as graphics results in partial or complete loss of character
segments, while graphics segments that are not properly detected produce hard
to recognize and/or conjoined characters. In addition to the difficulties associated
with the large amount of noise and defects, recognition of the text content of maps
is further complicated due to the fact that many of the extracted words have arbitrary orientation and/or are curvilinear and thus need to be properly processed
before being sent for recognition.
Our proposed map understanding system has been designed to overcome each
of the aforementioned challenges. This system consists of two main stages: text
and graphics separation, followed by text recognition. The contour lines are first
extracted using a novel false color technique that aims to decrease the intra-class
variance of the colors of contour pixels. The main contribution of our text/graphics
separation unit however is our linear feature extraction algorithm which uses a new
line representation method based on directional morphological filtering to extract
features with arbitrary orientation and curvature such as roads and boundary
lines, even when they are intersecting with the text. Once the linear features
are removed, we use a series of algorithms to remove the remaining non-character
objects, group the characters into their respective strings, and reorient the text to
the horizontal direction.
Commercial Optical Character Recognition (OCR) systems are primarily de-
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signed for noise free office documents and their performance deteriorates significantly in the presence of less than ideal conditions. We have therefore developed a
custom multi-font segmentation-free OCR that combines the outputs of two sets of
Hidden Markov Models (HMMs), and bigram and character width probabilities to
recognize the text. A specially designed defect model that closely mimics the artifacts encountered in text extracted from maps is used to artificially generate the
training sets required for each character. Another novel aspect of the recognition
engine is a preprocessing algorithm that uses RANSAC to automatically eliminate
some of the artifacts attached to the characters, and/or properly normalize every
extracted word image in order to improve the recognition rate.
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Chapter

1

Introduction
1.1

Motivation

In this dissertation we discuss the development of a multi-step system for automatic
sequential extraction of various graphical features such as contour lines, road lines,
and buildings from scanned topographic maps. We also describe the design of a
custom system for the recognition of the text content of maps.
This work is originally based on a funding awarded by the National GeospatialIntelligence Agency (NGA) to the Applied Research Laboratory (ARL) at the
Pennsylvania State University. The NGA owns a vast amount of paper maps from
both the US (primarily USGS maps) and foreign countries such as Russia, North
Korea, and middle eastern countries, but cannot properly utilize their information
content due to the lack of a system to automatically classify and search for maps
that contain a particular area of interest. The original scope of this project was
therefore limited to the design of a system for automatic extraction and recognition
of the text content of scanned maps, so that the text could be entered into a
database and enable classification and search functions. However, the success of
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text extraction from a map image is directly dependent on the correct detection
and separation of the various intersecting graphical features. Moreover, beyond
applications in the intelligence community each of the graphical features can find
uses in other domains as will be discussed in Section 1.2. Finally, the problem
of separating the text from intersecting non-character objects is common to other
mixed text and graphics documents such as engineering blueprints and real scene
images, and any algorithms devised to address this problem would be extendable
to these realms in their original form or with little tweaking. The scope of our work
was thus extended from its original focus on only text extraction to also include
individual modules for the separation of each of the graphical features present in
a typical topographic map.
Topographic maps produced by different map makers exhibit vast differences
in density, appearance, and variety of features shown on them. When features are
well separated or printed in distinct colors, the problems of text and graphics separation and feature extraction are easily solved using simple techniques. However,
producers of maps in general try to supply the largest possible amount of information in every sheet of a topographic map. In addition, the common existence of
colored or textured backgrounds in maps means that the range of colors that can
be used for the various objects in the foreground is limited to only a handful of
colors (such as brown, black, blue, and green) to maintain the readability of each
type of feature. Hence in most cases the different features in topographic maps
are densely packed and regularly overlapping with each other, and the same color
is used to represent more than one type of feature. Maps produced by the United
States Geological Survey (USGS) provide excellent examples of these conditions,
as can be seen in the small crop of a topographic map of the State College area in
Figure 1.1. Due to the much wider availability and the similarity of the challenges
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encountered in the extraction of features from USGS maps compared to those produced by other countries, and the usage of the English language on these maps
which provides a better foundation to test and evaluate various designs for the text
recognition engine, we decided to experiment primarily with USGS maps. However, the different components of our map feature extraction and text recognition
system have been designed such that they can be readily used on maps produced
by other organizations.

1.2

Background

The USGS is the primary producer of maps in the United States. An important
class of these maps are topographic maps that cover a wide range of scales from
1:24,000 up to 1:500,000. All maps contain an immense amount of information
about the natural and manmade features in an area of land or water. However,
the distinguishing factor of topographic maps is the inclusion of detailed elevation
information as depicted by contour lines. Some of the other important features in
topographic maps which are also represented by lines include roads, railways, and
boundaries of regions. Features which pertain to information about large areas of
the terrain such as bodies of water or vegetation are typically printed as regions
with different colors (most often using the colors blue and green, respectively) in
the background. The location of major manmade constructions such as reservoirs,
dams, and buildings may also be shown on maps using symbols or simple shapes.
The textual content of maps complements the information shown by the graphics
to denote the names of roads, places, buildings, etc. In order to provide the user
with a clear guide to understanding maps, the meanings of each of the different
line styles and colors used to represent the variety of features are explained in the
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Figure 1.1: Sample topographic map of the State College area
margin.
The USGS has developed topographic maps that cover the entire continental
United States. Similar military or civilian organizations in nearly all other countries have undertaken analogous national mapping programs. This has resulted in
the production of an incredible amount of useful information in the form of printed
maps. During the preparation of a single sheet of map, each of the different feature
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layers are prepared as separate negatives which are later combined as overlays to
produce the complete version. Once the map is printed, the individual negatives
are discarded and only their printed combination is available to both the map
producer and final user.
Currently the only reliable way of converting printed maps into computer readable format is to have a highly trained operator manually extract the individual
sets of features (graphical and textual). The manual feature extraction methods
consist of digitization using a digitizing tablet, and heads-up digitizing. In the first
method, the paper map is placed on top of the digitizing tablet, and the operator
traces over lines and other objects of interest using a stylus or a digitizing puck (a
device with crosshairs and multiple buttons that enable data entry operations). In
heads-up digitizing (otherwise known as on-screen digitizing) on the other hand,
the paper map is first scanned into a digital image. The operator then traces
over every single object of interest on the computer screen using a mouse. Since
zooming into difficult sections of the map and editing capabilities are supported
in this case, heads-up digitizing is now the more popular method for digitizing
the graphical features in paper maps. Once the linear features are removed, the
textual content still needs to be extracted manually and entered into a database.
These are tedious, costly, and time consuming procedures, and their use for large
scale conversion of printed maps into digital format is impractical. In fact, in the
absence of a better alternative the USGS has attempted to perform this manual
extraction and conversion to the digital format but has so far been able to digitize
only a fraction of its entire collection of topographic maps. A system that can recover each of the constituent information layers of a printed map would therefore
be of great value to map producers who need to update existing maps.
In recent years, the advent of advanced Geographic Information System (GIS)
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software has revolutionized the way maps are utilized. These software allow the
user to analyze, manage, capture, combine, and edit any information which is related to geo-referenced data and in particular maps. A system that can automate
the feature and text extraction problem in scanned maps can therefore also be used
by GIS users in the scientific, industrial, and intelligence communities to solve a
wide array of problems. In one application the extracted road and contour lines
can be vectorized so that they can be analyzed as separate layers. Since topographic maps are accurately geo-referenced, these individual layers can then be
used in conflation with other types of data to obtain a single integrated map. For
example, a satellite image and a printed map of the same area can be registered
and combined such that the road lines are overlayed on top of the satellite image
(see e.g. [1]). Moreover, the extracted contour lines can be used to create 3D digital
elevation models of a terrain of interest. Finally, in addition to their use in providing database search capabilities the text content of maps can also be automatically
inserted into aerial or satellite imagery in order to label the streets or major buildings with their respective names and obtain a map with more functionality than
either of the two original images.

1.3

Document Image Analysis: A Brief Introduction

The term document image analysis is referred to any set of algorithms and systems
that are concerned with the automatic interpretation of printed or handwritten
documents. While nearly every new document or drawing is generated by computer
software, there is still an immense amount of archived printed material such as
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engineering drawings, blueprints, microfiches, and maps that need to be converted
into machine readable format. Many other types of documents such as checks
and forms that are filled by hand on a regular basis also need to be eventually
processed by a computer system so that their content can be transmitted more
easily or digitally stored. In addition, digital photographs and videos can also be
analyzed to search for areas that contain text or other specific objects. Document
analysis has therefore been an active area of research since the early days of image
processing and computer vision.
The conversion of a document into computer readable format starts from digitizing the input document through the use of a scanner, camera, or digitizing tablet
(of course most photographs and videos are now shot in digital format and need
not undergo this process). This step is often followed by preprocessing algorithms
such as skew correction, background removal, and binarization that aim to prepare
the digitized document for further analysis. The document image is subsequently
processed and segmented into different areas of interest, and each classified region
is sent to appropriate modules for the extraction of graphics, or recognition of the
text content. In general, extracting the graphical components tends to be simpler
than extracting the text. This is mainly due to the fact that unlike the textual
content recognition is not an issue with the graphical components and that the
shapes and sizes of graphical objects make them more robust to noise, broken segments, and missing pixels. In certain applications the content of the document is
not necessarily extracted, but rather the aim is to classify a batch of documents
according to their respective types (e.g. power of attorney forms vs. marriage license forms). This problem which is sometimes referred to as document detection
is commonly solved using algorithms that perform layout analysis to compare a
given document with a set of predefined templates.
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The type of information content that needs to be extracted varies depending
on the type of document being analyzed, and the tolerance for noise and errors
for each extracted feature varies according to its degree of importance. In forms
and checks the graphical elements serve to provide reserved spaces for the text or
act as separators between different parts of these documents. Therefore graphical
objects such as rectangular enclosures, straight lines, and logos can be detected
and removed using simple line detection algorithms and morphological operations,
respectively, while leaving the characters intact. Since the graphics are not a
significant source of information, any errors in the extraction of such features will
be acceptable. The text content of these documents will on the other hand need to
be recognized so that it can be entered into a database. As a result the tolerance for
errors in the recognition of the text content is very low. The main steps in form and
check processing which typically consist of skew correction (so that the extracted
strings are correctly reoriented to the horizontal direction) and handwritten text
recognition are therefore aimed at achieving this objective [2], [3], [4], [5].
Engineering drawings and blueprints contain a vast amount of information presented as both text and graphics. The raster to vector conversion of the graphical
components allows the users to process them with Computer Aided Design (CAD)
and other professional drawing software. The textual content which may for example contain operating instructions, dimension information, or names of parts
would then need to be correctly segmented and recognized so that it becomes editable in word processors or be superimposed onto the digital copy. Therefore both
types of features need to be extracted with high accuracy and the tolerance level
for misclassification errors is very low. Separation of text from graphics when the
two types of features rarely intersect with each other is typically performed by
connected component analysis. Since graphical features tend to be larger in pixel
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area than characters, these larger objects can be easily detected and removed to
obtain an image that consists mainly of the text regions. Engineering drawings
and blueprints typically fall into this category. Smaller graphical features in such
documents mostly consist of arrows, dashed lines, and hatched areas. As the general shapes and characteristics of such objects are known beforehand, specialized
modules are subsequently applied to the image in order to obtain a text only image.
Finally, the individual text strings are processed and reoriented to the horizontal
direction, and recognized using a commercial or custom Optical Character Recognition (OCR) system. These conditions have led to the development of many practical systems for the automatic digitization of these documents [6], [7], [8], [9], [10].
However, in many other types of scanned documents where the level of intersection
and overlap between the different features is high, the underlying assumptions for
the methods and systems developed for engineering drawings and blueprints will
not hold. Therefore these methods cannot in general be extended for use in more
complex mixed text and graphics documents such as maps or photographs.
Among all the different types of scanned or recorded images, extraction and
recognition of the text embedded in the images of two classes of documents are particularly challenging. These two are still photographs or videos and scanned maps.
In real color scene images each of the characters in a word are affected differently
by camera position, illumination, partial or complete occlusion, and other environmental factors. For example depending on the position of the camera relative to a
particular word, the text can be become slanted or suffer from perspective projection so that its constituent characters no longer have the same spacing and size.
Applications for a text extraction and recognition system for real scene images or
videos include robotic navigation, and enabling classification or query searches of
a photograph or segment of video based on its text content [11], [12], [13], [14].
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Scanned topographic maps constitute the other category of hard to segment
mixed text and graphics documents. The superposition of the multiple graphical and textual features onto the same 2D layer results in a complex graphics
rich mixture in which nearly every feature intersects with other types of features.
The scanning of the original printed documents poses additional challenges by introducing false colors and causing blurring of the edges in each of the different
features [15]. The extraction and recognition of text is also more difficult in maps
compared to other mixed text and graphics documents. In addition to being interconnected to the other features, the text in maps come in various font sizes
and types, and can have any arbitrary orientation. Hence once the graphics are
removed, the extracted strings still need to be somehow reoriented to the horizontal direction so that they can be processed by OCR systems. Furthermore, the
extracted characters are typically too noisy and/or interconnected to be properly
recognized by commercial OCR systems. These challenges are hard to overcome,
and as a result most current map understanding systems rely heavily on user interaction both during feature extraction and in post processing in order to correct
misclassified elements or erroneous text recognition results. In the next section
we discuss our proposed approach that aims to reduce the user involvement to a
minimum and automate most of the map digitization process.

1.4

Proposed Approach

In this dissertation we shall discuss a set of algorithms designed to address the
aforementioned challenges encountered in the development of an automatic map
understanding system. More specifically, we describe methods to overcome the
problems of color feature segmentation due to mixed color pixels, separation of in-
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tersecting text from linear features that are printed in the same color, text grouping
and reorientation, and finally recognition of noisy text. As with most other map interpretation systems, our proposed approach consists of two primary components:
a text and graphics separation unit, followed by a custom text recognition unit.
The task of the graphics separation unit is to perform sequential feature extraction based on the distinct characteristics of each of the graphical features until
a text only image is obtained (due to the heavy amount of interconnectedness between text and graphics, the textual regions cannot be directly identified). Since
the performance of the text recognition unit is directly dependent on the output of
the graphics extraction unit the two primary components are designed as complementary entities. As such, in addition to correct extraction of graphical elements a
side objective of our graphics separation unit is to minimize damage to the textual
content.
Graphical features are only used to mark the location of physical structures or
properties of a land segment. Thus by nature these features maintain their utility even in the presence of minor imperfections and errors during the extraction
process. Furthermore, some extraction flaws can be corrected in post processing. Small discontinuities along road or contour lines can for instance be resolved
through the use of line continuation algorithms and heuristics. On the other hand,
the extracted text is far more sensitive to defects since any quality degradation has
a negative impact on the performance of the recognition unit. Each of the graphics
separation processes inevitably contain some level of classification error regardless
of the methods being used. Misclassification of text as graphics results in partial or
complete loss of character segments, while graphics segments that are not properly
detected produce hard to recognize and/or conjoined characters. Therefore the
accumulation of misclassification errors from the graphics removal processes is the
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main source of noise and defects in the extracted text. Commercial OCR systems
are primarily designed for noise free office documents and their performance deteriorates significantly in the presence of less than ideal conditions [16]. Hence only
a custom OCR that is robust to the specific types of deformities and artifacts in
text extracted from maps can be used here. Our text recognition engine is thus
designed in accordance with the specific types of noise and defects that are to be
expected from the different processing steps that separate the text from graphics.
Due to the large variability in both the quality and type of features present in
maps produced by different countries and suppliers, we use a modular structure
in the design of each of the two primary components of our system to allow for
easy substitution or addition of extra modules. Furthermore, the set of algorithms
used in our proposed map understanding platform are designed to require minimal
knowledge about the underlying characteristics of the individual types of features,
have adjustable parameters for fine tuning the performance according to the type
of map being processed, and need minimal user supervision in order to ensure that
these techniques are extendable to non-USGS maps.
The graphics separation unit starts from the raw image of the scanned map
and extracts the non-text features as separate layers in multiple phases as follows:
Phase 1) Color Segmentation: Contour lines are the most prevalent type of feature on topographic maps and therefore intersect with every other object on
the map. While contour lines are printed in a distinct color, the mixing of
colors of adjacent pixels during printing and scanning of a map causes variations in the actual observed colors of pixels belonging to the contour line
layer. A similar problem exists for other types of thin features that are shown
in color such as rivers. The contour lines are extracted by performing a color
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transformation that allows us to get around the mixed color pixel problem
by reducing the intra-cluster distance of the colors of the contour pixels and
providing a better separation between the colors of distinct features. The
resulting image consisting mainly of features represented in black color (such
as roads, buildings, and text) is then binarized using a global threshold.
Phase 2) Linear Feature Extraction: A set of specially designed directional morphological operations are used in the second phase to extract the linear features from this binary image. The main contribution of the line extraction
algorithm described here is a novel line representation method which facilitates the extraction of linear features with arbitrary curvature and orientation, even when they are intersecting with characters and passing through
them with minimal impact on the quality of the extracted text.
Phase 3) Clutter Removal : In this phase we extract the remaining non character
objects such as buildings and dashed lines along with short line fragments
that were not correctly classified before in separate layers so that a text only
image can be obtained.
Phase 4) Text grouping and reorientation: Since the text in maps can appear in
any arbitrary orientation, in the fourth phase characters are grouped into
their respective strings using pyramid decomposition, and reoriented to the
horizontal direction using a computational geometric algorithm.
The text extracted using this procedure may contain attached artifacts, and
may not be perfectly horizontal. Furthermore, the severity of noise and degradations along with possible use of italic fonts mean that explicit segmentation of
the extracted words into individual characters will be prone to errors. Finally, the
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use of actual character samples for training of the recognition system is virtually
impossible due to the fact that maps typically contain only a limited amount of
text that appears in several fonts and sizes. Our character recognition system
consisting of the following parts is designed to resolve each of the aforementioned
difficulties:
Part 1) Preprocessing: The extracted words are first processed to automatically
eliminate some of the attached artifacts using a RANSAC [17] based technique, recheck their orientation and rotate them if necessary, and get normalized in size.
Part 2) Noise Model : A custom noise model is used to create artificial characters with desired levels of noise, degradation, and attached artifacts. These
pseudo-randomly generated character samples are used to create training sets
with arbitrary size for each type of font in the map image.
Part 3) Recognition Engine: The text recognition unit in our system combines
the outputs of two sets of Hidden Markov Models (HMMs) trained on vertical
and horizontal features of characters to recognize the text. Moreover, we use
the Level Building Algorithm (LBA) as an implicit segmentation algorithm
to reduce errors due to broken, conjoined, or overlapping characters. The
recognition result is further refined by incorporating character bigram and
width probabilities.
We also perform extensive testing on the difficult class of USGS topographic
maps that use the same color for several of the regularly overlapping features in order to evaluate the performance of each part of the proposed system. The key parts
of our system are the algorithm we present for linear feature extraction, and our
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custom text recognition engine. The performance of our line extraction algorithm
is precisely quantified using three quality metrics. In addition, a commercial OCR
system is used as a benchmark to assess the performance of our text recognition
engine.

1.5

Outline of Dissertation

The problems encountered in each step of the development of a map understanding
system and the corresponding algorithms we have proposed to resolve them are
inherently different in their nature. As a result, they need to be independently
analyzed and discussed. The set of background information, challenges, and reviews of the relevant literature are therefore included in the individual chapters
that discuss each general subject matter.
The remainder of this dissertation is accordingly organized as follows. Chapter 2 describes our proposed color transformation algorithm for the extraction of
contour lines. The different sets of methods for the extraction of other graphical
features such as roads, boundary lines, and any remaining non character objects are
presented in Chapter 3. The grouping of characters into their respective strings,
and the subsequent reorientation of the extracted words into the horizontal direction are also discussed in this chapter. Chapter 4 provides the details of the
different parts of our text recognition system which consist of preprocessing, the
noise model for artificial generation of training sets, and the architecture of the
custom recognition engine. Finally, Chapter 5 concludes this dissertation and discusses future works that need to be considered in order to further improve the
automation of map understanding systems.

Chapter

2

Contour Line Recognition &
Extraction
2.1

Introduction

Contour lines (isolines) are imaginary closed curves that connect points of equal
elevation on a terrain and are typically labeled by numbers that indicate the exact
height or depth of the points belonging to each curve from the sea level. This information is provided to help a user easily interpret the shape of a terrain of interest.
Topographic data has a variety of applications from road and urban planning to
generating Digital Elevation Models (DEM) which produce three dimensional renderings of a terrain. Moreover, the information extracted from contour lines can
also be used alongside topographic data acquired using modern aerial or satellite
based remote sensing methods (such as LIDAR) to track changes in a particular
terrain compared to the past, or as a cheaper alternative to such methods when
the topography has remained unchanged. Among the numerous types of features
shown on maps, contour lines are the only ones that carry three dimensional in-
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formation.
The superposition of the different feature layers comprising a topographic maps
during the printing process results in heavy interconnection of the text and graphics
components. This necessitates the use of a multi-step approach to the feature
and text extraction problem. At each step, the most prevalent feature needs to
be extracted so that a simpler image is obtained. The same process can then be
repeated using a different algorithm to extract the next set of features. Topographic
maps typically use large map scales to cover vast areas of terrain and thus use very
thin and closely spaced contour lines to convey detailed terrain information. This
makes contour lines the predominant feature in topographic maps, and thereby
the first information layer that needs to be extracted. The development of an
algorithm that can extract the contour lines is therefore essential to satisfy the
needs of the aforementioned applications, and to provide a cleaner image that can
facilitate the extraction of the remaining graphical and textual features.
The completeness and accuracy of the contour line extraction algorithm is
extremely important. Incomplete removal of the contour lines will leave behind
undesirable artifacts that can complicate the extraction of the remaining features,
while extraction errors will assign parts of other objects in the foreground image
(e.g. characters and linear features) as belonging to the contour line layer and thus
damage the integrity of those types of features. However, as noted by Khotanzad
et al. [15] the following four challenges turn the separation of the contour line layer
into a difficult and error-prone task:
Aliasing: The convolution of the scanner’s point spread function with the input
image causes aliasing. The smoothing and blurring effect of this problem
reduce the sharpness of the colors and as a result the level of contrast between
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the colors of different features by introducing shades that do not exist in the
original analog image. For instance, in a simple black and white image this
effect is observed as the erosion of the edges between objects in the foreground
and the background, and the presence of different shades of gray in addition
to the pure black and white colors. Maps consist mainly of thin features,
and are therefore more susceptible to the effects of aliasing compared to
other types of printed documents.
Closely Separated Features: When foreground objects are well separated from
each other, they can be more easily detected and picked out from the background or other objects in the foreground. However, contour lines are typically densely packed next to each other in order to convey the maximum
amount of elevation information. The erosion of the edges due to aliasing between contour lines and the background and adjacent contour lines
increases the likelihood of classification errors and may cause gaps in the extracted lines, or produce false interconnections between the pixels of adjacent
contour lines.
Regular Overlapping and Intersecting of Features: Due to their prevalence,
contour lines heavily intersect every other feature in a topographic map. The
colors of the features that intersect with each other blend with one another
both during the printing and scanning of the map. As a result, points of
intersection can cause gaps in one or both of the features that cross one another. Overlapping features (e.g. buildings overlapping a part of a road) can
cause large segments of another type of feature to appear broken.
Mixed Color Pixels: Mixed color pixels pose the most significant challenge in
the extraction of contour lines from the scanned map. The distinguishing
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attribute of contour lines that can be used for extraction is their distinct
color compared to the other features in a map. However, lateral chromatic
aberration causes the colors of adjacent pixels to blend together during the
scanning process and results in high variation in the colors of each type of
feature. This problem is due to the fact that the focal point of an optical lens
is determined by its index of refraction, which in turn is a variable parameter
whose value depends on the wavelength of the incident light. In simple terms,
blue light (short wavelength) is bent more than red light (long wavelength)
passing through the same lens. Consequently, the different wavelengths of
light traveling from a single point in a printed map will not be focused onto
the same exact focal point. Instead, rays belonging to each wavelength will
hit slightly different points on the image plane and will thereby be registered
at incorrect pixel locations. Chromatic aberration or color fringing refers to
this phenomenon and can be either longitudinal where the refracted rays are
focused at different distances from the lens or lateral where the rays are focused at different locations on the same image plain as shown in Figure 2.1.
Lateral chromatic aberration is an unavoidable artifact of any flatbed scanner, and thin features such as contour lines are particularly affected by this
problem. The false color pixel problem is so pervasive that in a sample
scanned USGS map consisting only of the colors blue, brown, black, and
purple, over 42000 distinct colors can be detected [18]. The printing process
could also affect the consistency of colors in a feature. Most maps use different colors in the background in order to either represent a certain property of
a body of land or water (e.g. areas of vegetation cover are typically shown in
green), or to simply segment the map into different regions. During printing,
the ink used for the foreground features will be mixed with the colors used in
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Figure 2.1: Effect of lateral chromatic aberration on the location of registration of
different wavelengths of light
the background. Different parts of the same feature could therefore exhibit
different colors depending on where they are printed on the same map. Due
to these issues, any algorithm that seeks to extract the contour lines cannot
solely rely on the raw colors in the scanned map image.
Many researchers have worked on the separation of feature layers in maps according to their color, and in particular the extraction of contour lines. Levachkine
et al. [19] propose a method to segment alphanumeric characters in scanned maps
using false colors. Eight gray tone images representing the color content of the
image are first constructed. Occurrences of every pixel in binarized copies of each
image are counted and deterministic rules are used to decide which layer each pixel
belongs to. In [20], color maps are segmented by using the grey level intensities
of RGB image channels as feature vectors for a K-means unsupervised clustering
method. However, in both methods different parts of the same feature layer are
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often placed in different clusters due to the mixed color pixel problem. As a result,
the outputs of both algorithms should be manually checked in order to correct the
misclassification errors.
Arrighi and Soille [21] obtain a mask that contains the contour lines by extracting every pixel with a red hue, and then use morphological filters and a rule
based method to remove noise and restore any gaps along the lines. They finally
proceed to generate digital elevation models based on a user interactive method.
The authors neither define what constitutes as red, nor do they discuss how this
algorithm could be altered to work for other maps where the contour lines are
shown by different colors.
Spinello and Guitton [22] use the HSV color space to eliminate white and black
pixels using thresholds on saturation and value and then build the hue histogram
of the remaining pixels. Contour lines are classified as those near the peak (10 <
hue < 30). Similarly, San et al. [23] apply a threshold obtained from the hue
histogram of the map image to extract the contour lines. Broken segments along
the extracted contour lines are subsequently restored by applying an A* search
algorithm [24].
Dhar and Chanda [25] propose a multi-step algorithm to digitize scanned maps.
Assuming that different features are represented using well separated colors, the
map is split into four primary color layers. Elements in each layer are then extracted or recognized in order to create an e-map. The problems associated with
the separation of features that are printed in the same color and are intersecting
with one another is not addressed in this work.
Khotanzad and Zink [15] present an algorithm to extract contour lines from
USGS topographic maps. They use a color key set to compensate for false colors
resulting from the scanning process. A valley seeking algorithm is then used to
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extract linear features including roads and contour lines. Finally, any gaps in these
lines are filled using an A∗ search algorithm. Chen et al. [26] extend this method
so that it can be used in older or lower quality maps. They develop a technique
called local window segmentation to overcome issues with thicker lines and larger
gaps compared to the USGS maps.
Here we present a new semi-automatic technique for the extraction of contour
lines from scanned color topographic maps. We propose a novel method to treat
the mixed color pixel problem by dual quantization of the intensity image. This
procedure results in a false color image where the intra-cluster variances of colors of
different features are reduced so that they can be more easily separated from each
other. A sample patch containing only contour line pixels (or any other colored
feature) is then manually selected, and a distance threshold computed according
to the statistics of the sample points is used to extract the contour lines.
While this algorithm was developed and tested for USGS maps, the same procedures can be applied to maps produced by other sources. In addition, unlike
other interactive map feature extraction methods, the proposed algorithm has the
advantage that the user is involved in only one simple step of the feature extraction
process for which no prior knowledge about the underlying image processing steps
is required.

2.2

Proposed Method

Topographic maps typically use only a few distinct colors to represent a variety
of features overlaid on top of a colored and/or textured background. Text, roads,
boundary lines, and buildings are typically represented in black, whereas contour
lines, rivers, and highways are usually represented in color. This should ideally
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make the separation of layers a simple task. However as discussed in Section 2.1,
aliasing and the introduction of false colors during the scanning process reduce the
contrast between the colors of distinct features, and thereby increase the likelihood
of classification errors.
Histogram Equalization (HE) is one of the predominant image processing techniques used for contrast enhancement. HE alters the input image in such a way
that the histogram of the resulting output image becomes flat. Adaptive Histogram Equalization (AHE) is an improvement over HE and optimizes local image
contrast by dividing the image into a grid and finding the optimal contrast within
each region. The number of tiles in the grid is typically selected experimentally.
Contrast-Limited Adaptive Histogram Equalization (CLAHE) is a method that
is an improvement over AHE and was originally developed for medical imaging. In
CLAHE the number of pixels in each of the bins of the local histograms is capped.
In this algorithm, excess pixels in bins that exceed this cap limit are redistributed
equally over the whole histogram (in order to maintain the total histogram count)
prior to performing histogram equalization. An advantage of this procedure for
images that mainly consist of homogeneous areas is that the effect of background
pixels on the overall contrast enhancement can be suppressed, so that the contrast
of elements in the foreground can be more effectively enhanced. The operation
of this algorithm (in other words the redistribution of the peaks) is controlled
by a parameter called the normalized clip limit (or contrast factor) which ranges
between 0 and 1, and is defined as a multiple of the average histogram content
of each bin (total number of pixels in each local window divided by number of
bins). A low clip limit would for example result in limited contrast enhancement
and a very high clip limit would result in no redistribution of the peaks (similar
to AHE) [27].
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Although the aforementioned techniques are effective in many other applications, enhancement of the contrast of the original map image using AHE or CLAHE
would still misclassify the mixed color pixels and result in poor segmentation results (as will be shown in Section 2.3). Instead, we propose a different algorithm
that consists of the following steps:
1. Foreground retrieval
2. Histogram quantization and contraction
3. Histogram expansion
4. Color segmentation

2.2.1

Foreground Retrieval

Most of the useful information in a topographic map (e.g. contour lines, roads,
characters, and buildings) is located in the image foreground, whereas the colors
and textured patterns in the background are only used to represent properties such
as bodies of water or vegetation. Since the information content of the background
is not relevant in our application, we can remove the background colors or textured
patterns in order to obtain a homogeneous background that is suitable for application of CLAHE. As in other steps of the feature extraction problem, foreground
retrieval should be achieved with minimal damage to the features of interest.
The original image is first binarized using Otsu’s method [28] in order to remove the color background regions. Some maps have simple background textures
such as the dotted patterns which are customary in USGS maps. These patterns
resemble salt and pepper noise and can be simply removed using a median filter
with a small window size (here we used a 3 × 3 window). However, this procedure
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eliminates thin parts of lines and characters as well. We therefore apply a specialized dilation operation repeatedly until the lost parts are restored. The masked
dilation defined below only restores pixels which existed in the original image by
preventing uncontrolled propagation of lines and other features:

D:g f = g ∩ Df

(2.1)

In this equation D is the dilation operator consisting of a square 3 × 3 structuring
element, f is the input image to be restored, and g is taken as the original binarized
image. The resulting image is used as a binary mask for each of the RGB channels
of the original color map image to extract the foreground portion of the map:

F oreground(:, :, i) = image(:, :, i). × mask + 255 × (∼ mask); i = 1, 2, 3

(2.2)

This new image consists of all foreground objects in their original colors, whereas
the background is washed out to pure white (255,255,255). At this stage the image
is converted from RGB color space to CIELAB (L*a*b*) color space in order to
obtain an intensity image.

2.2.2

Histogram Quantization and Contraction

Analysis of a wide range of map images shows that the main features in maps (such
as linear features, characters, and buildings) typically occur in certain ranges of
intensity values. The color black which is mainly used to represent characters,
roads and boundaries between regions has an intensity value less than 50. Contour
lines, rivers, and mixed color pixels belonging to the character/road layer have
intensities between 50 and 150. Intensity values between 150 and 250 are typically
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mixed color pixels belonging to the colored features. Therefore quantizing the
original intensity values from the original 256 bins into only the four bins 0, 50,
150, and 250 is a logical choice to perform an initial separation of color layers.
However, mixed color pixels belonging to the same feature can occur in either of
any two adjacent bins and thus the raw quantized values cannot be used as a
basis for classification of all the pixels yet. Figure 2.2a shows a sample 800 × 800
pixel USGS map image. Figures. 2.2b, 2.2c, and 2.2d show the foreground image
pixels with intensity < 50, 50 < intensity < 150, and 150 < intensity < 250,
respectively.
In order to make the segmentation of the contour lines based on color distances
possible, the intensity histogram is further quantized by recombining two of the
four quantized bins into one and maximizing the separation between the remaining
bins. To do so we first follow the initial quantization step with the contraction of
the intensity histogram such that the four bins are squeezed adjacent to each other
in the first four indices of the histogram, i.e. indices 0,1,2, and 3 (where the range
of possible indices is between 0 and 255). As the background was washed out to
pure white, the majority of the pixels (over 75% of the total number of pixels) are
now contained in the last bin. This makes the histogram highly suitable for the
application of CLAHE.

2.2.3

Histogram Expansion

CLAHE is used at this stage to redistribute the contents of the bins. Using this
algorithm we can control the recombination of the quantized histogram bins by
selecting the appropriate value for the clip limit. This is specially important if
we choose to have more than four bins in our initial quantization. In this case
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Figure 2.2: Initial intensity quantization: (a) Original image, (b) Intensity < 50,
(c) 50 < Intensity < 150, (d) 150 < Intensity < 250
where we only have four bins, the clip limit is chosen such that the four bins
are reduced to only three. The choice of which two bins to combine is made
as follows. If the lowest intensity bin (which in the original foreground image
corresponds to intensity < 50) contains the majority of the “black” pixels, we
combine the next two bins which mainly contain the lighter colored pixels. But if
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the next lowest intensity bin (which in the original foreground image corresponds
to 50 < intensity < 150) contains many of the “black” pixels along with the light
colored pixels, we combine the first two bins and leave the others unchanged.
Next the histogram is expanded by placing the contents of bin 0 in bin 0, bin 1 in
bin 100, bin 2 in bin 200 and bin 3 (which contains the white background pixels) in
bin 255. This operation maximizes the separation between the quantized intensity
values which in turn significantly increases the contrast between the colors in the
output false color image.

2.2.4

Color Segmentation

Color segmentation generally produces better results when RGB color vectors are
used [29]. Thus the output of the previous processing steps is converted from
CIELAB back to RGB color space. It should be noted that the aforementioned
steps only processed the intensity image L*, and the a* and b* components were
left unchanged.
Finally, in order to extract the contour lines a sample patch is manually cropped
from a region that consists only of contour lines. The RGB values of every pixel
within the selected patch are then inserted into the columns of a matrix. The
selection of the sample patch is very simple since the unwanted rows of the matrix
that belong to the white background pixels can be automatically removed using
the fact that they all have the RGB value (255,255,255). A distance threshold Tdist
is then defined as
Tdist =

σr + σg + σb
3

(2.3)

where σr , σg , and σb are the standard deviations of the red, green, and blue color
components of the sample pixels, respectively (same as the standard deviations of
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each of the three columns in the matrix). Pixels belonging to the contour lines in
the whole image are then classified as those with a Mahalanobis distance of less
than 1.5 × Tdist from the mean color in the sample cropped patch.

2.3

Performance and Results

The proposed algorithm was tested on multiple color maps of different sources
scanned at either 200 or 400 dpi. Figure 2.3a shows one of the original map
images, along with two small areas in the map that have been zoomed in to show
the detail. The high level of intersection between the different features is evident in
both zoomed segments. Another notable factor is the high level of variation in the
colors of the pixels along the contour lines and road/character regions. Figure 2.3b
shows the false color image and the same zoomed in areas after the application
of the proposed algorithm. Visual inspection confirms that the variation in the
colors of similar features has been significantly reduced. In fact the pixels along
the contour lines now appear to have near uniform color.
Analysis of sample sets of contour line and text pixels in Figure 2.3b compared
with the same sets of pixels in Figure 2.3a shows a 35% and 14% reduction in
the average variances of the red, green, and blue components of the pixel colors
for contour line and text pixels, respectively, while the threshold Tdist also shows a
20% reduction and the distance between their mean colors remains nearly constant.
This pattern results in better separation between elements in the contour and black
pixel layers and is the main reason for the improvement in the performance of the
proposed method. Figure 2.4 demonstrates a visualization of this process (not
drawn to scale) by viewing it as a clustering problem. In Figure 2.4a the two
clusters representing the black and color pixels have high intra cluster variance
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(a)

(b)

Figure 2.3: Dual quantization of the intensity image: (a) Original image with
zoomed in sections, (b) False color image with same zoomed in sections
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(a)

(b)

Figure 2.4: Variance change visualization: (a) Two clusters with high intra cluster
variances, (b) Two clusters with low intra cluster variances
and are intersecting with each other. However, when the variances of both clusters
are reduced in Figure 2.4b a clear boundary line can be found to separate the
individual components.
AHE was applied as an alternative method to increase the contrast level in the
original image. Figure 2.5b shows the result of extracting the contour lines using
the same color segmentation scheme as in section 2.2.4 but using the output of
AHE as the input image. It is apparent that the mixed color pixel is so severe
that many pixels belonging to the background, road, and character layers and even
most parts of the word “RIDGEFIELD” in the lower left part of the original image
have been segmented as contour lines.
Figure 2.6a shows the foreground of the original USGS map image extracted
using the method in section 2.2.1. Figure 2.6b shows the false color image that
has been processed by the steps explained in sections 2.2.2 and 2.2.3 along with
the user selected sample contour line patch. It was experimentally found that
an 8 × 8 grid (64 tiles) and a normalized clip limit of 0.001 or 0.0005 produces
the desired results for most sample images. Hence an additional advantage of
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(a)

(b)

Figure 2.5: Performance of AHE for contour line extraction: (a) Original image,
(b) Extracted contour lines after contrast enhancement using AHE
using CLAHE for redistribution of the bins becomes apparent in that a user who
has limited knowledge about the underlying image processing methods can sweep
through only a few values of the clip limit until the desired false color image is
produced.
Figures 2.6c and 2.6d show the extracted contour lines using the proposed algorithm and the resulting contour-removed image after binarization. These images
clearly show the significant advantage of the proposed algorithm over the results
of AHE in Figure 2.5b. Additional examples of the performance of our algorithm
can be found in Figure 2.7.
The feature extraction procedure was developed as a .NET Application Programming Interface (API) and incorporated into ArcGIS (a geographic information
system (GIS) software package produced by ESRI) to produce an easy to use integrated software.
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2.4

Conclusion

In this chapter we discussed a new interactive technique to extract contour lines
from scanned color topographic maps, and successfully tested this algorithm on
several complex maps. Using this method, the histogram of the intensity image is
altered in such a way that similar features gain the same intensity level, while the
distance between the colors of different features is maximized. The only parameter
in this algorithm (the clip limit) can be adjusted to work for maps from different
producers.
Unlike other interactive map feature extraction methods, here the user is involved in only one simple step of the feature extraction process (the selection of the
sample color patch). Moreover, as the other parts of the algorithm are transparent
to the ArcGIS user, the proposed procedure can be utilized by anyone who is only
familiar with the GIS software and knowledge of the image processing aspect of
this work is unnecessary. In addition, due to the limited amount of user interaction in this procedure, human error is minimized, and the total time and cost of
processing for each map are significantly reduced.
The proposed algorithm can be used as a starting point to extract other features such as roads, text, and symbols. The contour-line-removed image shows
perfect connectivity along all lines and characters, which is essential for successful
extraction of these features.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 2.6: Evaluation of the performance of the proposed algorithm on a USGS
map sample: (a) Foreground Image, (b) False color image used to select sample
color patch, (c) Segmented contour lines using proposed algorithm, (d) Contour
removed image
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Chapter

3

Linear Feature Extraction, Clutter
Reduction, and Text Extraction
3.1

Introduction

The output of the contour line removal algorithm presented in the previous chapter
is a grayscale image consisting mostly of features printed in black such as text,
roads, boundary lines, and buildings. As color can no longer be used as a basis
for the separation of these features, the image can be binarized using a global
threshold without loss of any crucial information. A benefit of this conversion
is that binary operations that have a smaller computational cost can be used to
process the resulting map image.
While the binary image is not as complex as the original color map, the remaining feature layers still regularly intersect with each other and need to be properly
separated from one another before they can be individually extracted. The linear
features constitute the most prevalent type of feature in the binary image, and
will therefore be the next information layer that is identified and removed prior to
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the extraction of the text layer. The line detection algorithm used for this task
will have to be capable of identifying lines with arbitrary curvature and orientation with high accuracy in order to minimize the impact on the integrity of the
text layer. Any remaining non character objects such as dashed lines, buildings,
and isolated graphical objects should be subsequently removed to obtain a text
only image. Although nearly all the graphical components will have been removed
at this stage, the image still cannot be processed by an OCR system. Text in
maps can have any arbitrary orientation, whereas OCR systems can only handle
text that is perfectly horizontal. In forms and office documents the text is often structured into lines that are aligned parallel to one another, and as a result
the orientations of every textual element can be corrected at the same time by
applying a single skew correction to the whole document. In maps on the other
hand, the orientation of each string is independent of those of other strings. We
therefore need to first identify the characters that belong to each string, and then
reorient each string separately based on its individual inclination with respect to
the horizontal direction.
A large number of techniques for the automatic separation of text and graphics
that are printed in the same color have been reported in the literature. However,
most of these methods focus on cases where the underlying conditions simplify the
extraction of individual features. Gloger [30] uses modified Hough transform on
the contours (in other words the edges) of the connected components in order to
separate the filled in text from the preprinted form structure. Any gaps in parts
of the contours of characters that are touching with the lines are then closed to
reconstruct the characters. Yoo et al. [31] address a similar problem for characters
that intersect with lines in Korean form documents. They propose a method to
detect and remove horizontal lines by looking at the horizontal runlength of pix-
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els. The missing parts of touching characters are then restored by classifying the
junction points and contacting shapes of the intersection of all possible Korean
characters and horizontal lines. Other examples of methods dealing with the extraction and restoration of touching characters in form documents can be found
in [32] and [33]. These methods yield good results in form documents, but their
application is limited to line drawing images that consist mainly of long straight
lines that do not pass through character segments.
Tombre et al. [6] provide an improvement over the classic work of Fletcher
and Kasturi [34] to deal with text touching with graphics in engineering drawings.
Larger graphical elements are first identified and removed using connected components analysis. Touching characters which were incorrectly removed at this stage
are subsequently recovered by identifying the strings that have been split into two
parts by an intersecting line, and forming search areas around the non-touching
characters in each string (the so called seed strings). This technique will fail when
multiple characters within the same string intersect with lines (as commonly seen
in topographic maps) since the seed strings cannot be found. Other systems developed for engineering drawings have similar drawbacks. Lu [8] first detects lines
oriented at a number of angles in engineering drawings. A combination of connected component analysis, stroke density, and heuristic rules are then used to
separate the text from remaining graphical objects. Dori and Wenyin [7] demonstrate the performance of a machine drawing understanding system which detects
a variety of graphical objects such as lines, arcs, arrows, dashed lines, and hatched
regions and sends the extracted text to an off the shelf OCR system. However, they
do not address the problem of text touching with any of the graphical components.
The literature on map understanding algorithms and systems also generally focuses on simpler maps where overlapping of features is minimal and distinct colors
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are used for every different type of feature. In these cases traditional techniques
based on connected component analysis and color clustering are sufficiently effective [35], [36]. Even fewer systems address the text recognition problem. Moreover,
the expertise and direct involvement of a highly trained user is commonly required
in different stages of many of these methods.
Wang and Yan [37] propose an algorithm to extract text from maps. A neural
network trained on features from a large number of maps is first used to separate the
text and lines from the background. Characters that are not intersecting with lines
are extracted using connected component analysis. Missing characters are then
recovered using a combination of a set of geometric rules and color information.
The main assumptions made here are that all text must appear in horizontal
direction only, and that distinct colors must be used for text and the intersecting
lines.
Caprioli and Gamba [38] use a semi automatic method to extract and group
text in Italian army topographic maps. The key assumption here is that most of
the graphical elements can be removed through the binarization of the original
image. Residual non character objects are subsequently removed by applying a
rule based method. The problem of text connected to graphics is not addressed
here. Velázquez and Levachkine [39] also use binarization to separate the text
from graphics. However, they develop a method called V-lines to remove some of
the artifacts attached to the text. Finally, an artificial neural network trained on
synthetic characters in conjunction with a gazetteer is used to recognize the text.
Gamba and Mecocci [40] detect and track discontinuous chains of symbols such
as dashed lines and symbols in digitized maps using a search algorithm based on
A∗ search. The application of this algorithm cannot be extended to extracting
characters or continuous linear features such as roads and contour lines.
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In [41], Leyk et al. introduce a multi-step process to detect and extract forest
cover information from historical topographic maps. Non-forest objects are first
removed by performing a combination of techniques for color segmentation, text
area detection based on a two stage template matching algorithm, and line tracing.
Structural and semantic rules are subsequently applied to the image in order to
identify forest symbols and obtain uniform areas of forest cover. Kerle and Leeuw
[42] also focus on the problem of feature extraction from legacy maps. They extract
population data that are represented by colored circles of varying sizes using object
oriented analysis. The image is first partitioned into homogeneous segments (in
terms of the color information of pixels). Each segment is subsequently analyzed
and classified according to attributes such as color, size, and shape.
Cao and Tan [43] address the problem of touching text and graphics in street
maps based on the observation that the constituent strokes of characters are shorter
than those belonging to graphics. The extracted text is then sent to a commercial
OCR for recognition. Touching text and graphics segments undergo a thinning
process before being separated which results in distortions in the shape of those
characters. Due to the far lower recognition rate of the distorted characters, this
algorithm may not perform well when the amount of intersection between text and
graphics increases or for serif fonts that show a higher level of distortion when
thinned.
Li et al. [44] use an interactive method to remove the road layer and recognize
the text from USGS maps scanned at high resolution. Extracted street labels are
then recognized by an OCR based on template matching. This algorithm relies
heavily on user input for the extraction of graphics, drawing of individual text
boxes, and extracting and labeling of character prototypes for the OCR.
Tan and Ng [45] use pyramid decomposition to identify and locate words in
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road maps with non touching text and graphics and no background, or contour
lines. In addition, they do not address the reorientation of the extracted text
strings.
Chiang et al. [46] present a method to extract road intersections from scanned
maps and use this information as a fingerprint to perform registration with other
types of maps. However, as the authors point out their proposed system will
have problems with maps that contain dense and frequently overlapping features.
Additional examples of map interpretation systems can be found in [47], [37], [39],
[48], and [49].
In this chapter we present a sequence of algorithms to automatically separate
features that often intersect with each other and are printed in the same color.
The proposed system consists of three main phases. First we develop a set of
specially designed morphological operations and a new line representation method
devised based on the Multi Angled Parallelism (MAP) algorithm [50], [51] in order
to extract the linear features from the binary image. The main advantage of the
line extraction algorithm described here is that it can extract linear features with
arbitrary curvature and orientation even when they are intersecting with characters
and passing through them with minimal impact on the integrity of the extracted
text. Since this technique does not rely on simplifying assumptions or heuristics,
the same set of operations can also be used to separate text and graphics layers in
other line drawing images such as engineering drawings and blueprints.
In the second phase, we extract the remaining non character objects. Buildings are typically represented by large solid areas and can also be identified and
removed by morphological operations. Other residual non character objects such
as dashed lines and short line fragments that were not correctly classified before are
subsequently extracted in separate layers using a dashed line detection algorithm
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and a search algorithm.
Since the text in maps can appear in any arbitrary orientation, in the third
phase characters are grouped into their respective strings using pyramid decomposition and reoriented to the horizontal direction.

3.2
3.2.1

Proposed Method
Linear Feature Extraction

Our proposed linear feature extraction algorithm is based on a modification of the
MAP algorithm, so we first go over a brief overview of the original formulation of
MAP and its special notation which we follow throughout the rest of this section.
MAP is described as a method that unifies image representation by directional
feature planes and non isotropic neighborhood morphological operations. This
algorithm is essentially a very effective directional edge detector that extracts edge
features such as lines in two principal steps: deconstruction of the whole image
into eight directional planes, followed by reconstruction of lines using non isotropic
morphological operations.
Analogous to the process of finding the projections of a vector onto a number
of basis vectors, the deconstruction step places the rough edges of every object as
viewed towards one of the eight directions shown in Figure 3.1a into eight directional feature planes (this format is chosen because each pixel has eight neighbors).


 b ∩ b[d + 4] if d = 0, 2, 4, 6
fd =

 fd−1 ∪ fd+1 if d = 1, 3, 5, 7

(3.1)

In (3.1), the notation b[d] means that the input binary image b has been shifted by
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Figure 3.1: (a) Indexing of neighborhood directions for MAP operations, (b) Example of directional planes
one pixel towards the direction d + 4 (calculation of direction in every case is done
mod8). Figure 3.1b shows an example of a simple image and its corresponding
directional feature planes.
The set of basic directional MAP operators are shown in Table 3.1. The specific
neighborhoods of operation associated with each of the operators are noted in
Table 3.1 and shown in Figure 3.2 for the special case of d = 0. As the index
number d increases, the neighborhoods in Figure 3.2 rotate clockwise (except for
Dn4 and En4 ). Specific combinations and number of iterations of the directional
dilation and erosion operators (denoted here by D and E, respectively) determine
how the projections of the edges in any given direction are treated to repair broken
segments or to remove undesirable parts in the reconstruction step.
The dilation and erosion operators in Table 3.1 can be used with or without a
masking operation. Masking limits the region of propagation and is particularly
useful when applied in the Open operator. Depending on the type used, the
erosion operator in Open eliminates different parts of its input image. When
the subsequent dilation operation is masked, the remaining regions are expanded
but only to include those pixels that exist in the masking image. This process is
mainly used in the directional planes in order to eliminate short or small segments
which may represent unwanted elements or noise, while the desired longer or larger
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segments are reconstructed to their original size and shape.
The reconstruction step relies on two properties of lines: straightness and connectedness. The straightness property states that a line does not change directions
constantly and therefore the main parts of lines are straight or nearly straight. This
means that every line will have “core” (longer) sections that fall into one or more
of the directional planes. However this property is unable to recover any curves
along the lines by itself. The connectedness of the lines in the original image is
thus utilized to exchange information between the directional planes and grow the
core sections in order to recover parts with high curvature. This strategy is the
basis for the higher level functions that extract the linear features.
The directional planes fd contain mainly line segments with direction perpendicular to d but also some belonging to neighboring directions. The edge function
cleans up such inconsistencies so that directionality in each plane is strictly defined
as perpendicular to d.

fdedge





fd ∩ fd [d − 2] ∪ fd [d + 2]
if d = 0, 2, 4, 6




=
fd−1 ∩ {fd−1 [d − 2] ∪ fd−1 [d + 2]}






∪ fd+1 ∩ {fd+1 [d − 2] ∪ fd+1 [d + 2]} if d = 1, 3, 5, 7

(3.2)

Discontinuities caused by noise in the line components in fdedge are then fixed
in fdShort by searching for shared features in adjacent directional planes.

fdShort

=

Open2>∗d:∗

n
4
fdedge ∪ E>∗d
fdedge ∪
2
D>d−2:f
Endd−2 fdedge ∪
d
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Table 3.1: Basic Multi Angled Parallelism (MAP) Operations
Operator Type

Operation
S

Non-directional operators
(neighborhoods (a) & (b))

Fan Directional Operators (> d)
(neighborhood (c))
Single Directional Operators (= d)
(neighborhood (d))


Dn4 f = f ∪
d=0,2,4,6 f [d]
S

7
Dn8 f = f ∪
d=0 f [d]
T

En4 f = f ∩
f
[d]
d=0,2,4,6
T

7
En8 f = f ∩
f
[d]
d=0

S
d+5
f
[δ]
D>d f = f ∪
δ=d+3

S
d+1
E>d f = f ∩
δ=d−1 f [δ]
D=d f = f ∪ f [d + 4]
E=d f = f ∩ f [d]
D=∗d f = D=d−2 f ∪ D=d+2 f

Directional Operators Orthogonal to d (= ∗d, >
∗d)
(neighborhoods (e) & (f))

D>∗d f = D>d−2 f ∪ D>d+2 f
E=∗d f = E=d−2 f ∩ E=d+2 f
E>∗d f = E>d−2 f ∩ E>d+2 f
Openf = D(Ef )

Macro Operations

Closef = E(Df )
Endd f = f ∩ E>d f
D:g f = g ∩ Df

Masked Operations with Image g

E:g f = E(f ∪ g)
Open:g f = D:g (Ef )
Close:g f = E(D:g f )

Masked Operation with Source Image

D:∗ f = f ∩ Df
D2 f = D(Df )

Iterative Application

E 3 f = E(E(E(f )))
m
m
Openm
>∗d:g f = D>∗d:g E>∗d f
m
m
Closem
>∗d:g f = E>∗d D>∗d:g f
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

Figure 3.2: Neighborhoods of operation for the directional operators in Table 3.1
when direction d = 0
2
Endd+2 fdedge
D>d+2:f
d

o

(3.3)

Sharp curves and line intersections can cause broken segments along the lines
in fdShort . Such interruptions can be patched in fdM iddle . Here the connectedness
property in the global sense is utilized by masking the dilations with the original
binary image b. Examples of the partial lines extracted in f0M iddle and f2M iddle from
the map in Figure 3.3b can be found in Figures 3.3c and 3.3d, respectively.

fdM iddle

=

Open11
>∗d:∗

n
4
fdShort ∪ E>∗d
fdShort ∪
D>d−2 D>d−2:b Endd−2 fdShort ∪
o
Short
D>d+2 D>d+2:b Endd+2 fd

(3.4)

Linear features such as roads are only a few pixels thick. Therefore in the end
MAP uses the superposition of the reconstructed projections of edges in fdM iddle
from the eight planes to recover the linear features (using the same analogy as before, this process is similar to computing the linear combination of the projections
of a vector in terms of basis vectors to obtain the original vector).

f

M iddle

=

7
[
d=0

fdM iddle

(3.5)
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Edge detection by itself is unable to discriminate between the edges of linear
features and those belonging to other objects in the image. The most critical
manifestation of this problem is the detection of sides of characters as short line
segments in the directional planes. Extraction of such short segments and thus
damaging the characters in the final output of MAP can be avoided by relying on
the length of the individual edge segments in each directional plane as the distinguishing criteria. This strategy is implemented by selecting the proper number of
iterations in the Open operation in (3.4) (which we refer to as iter ) to adjust the
minimum detected line length in each plane (e.g. characters printed in larger fonts
produce longer edges in each feature plane and therefore require a higher number
of iterations to avoid extraction). However, most actual lines also produce at least
some short line projections that are comparable in length with sides of characters
(the reason for this is explained later). Therefore in practice MAP offers a tradeoff
between detecting all lines along with some character segments, and detecting only
longer line projections at the cost of misclassifying many actual line fragments (including those that pass through characters) as belonging to the text layer. The
choice of either of the two options produces significant errors in the extracted linear
feature layer and sharply reduces the recognition rate of the characters by inducing
defects. This shortcoming of MAP can be easily seen in Figure 3.3, where iter is
allowed to vary. In Figure 3.3e where iter has a small value all lines are correctly
identified, but sides of most characters have been misclassified as graphics. As iter
increases in Figure 3.3e through 3.3h misclassification of text elements decreases,
but this comes at the cost of missing larger amounts of the linear features.
We therefore propose a new method that can jointly increase line detection
accuracy and decrease damage to the text layer. The same general principles
employed in the reconstruction step are extended here to create a new line repre-
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Note: for line removal quality assessment, load
lineRemQualityAssess.mat from the
M tl bC d directory;
MatlabCode
di t
the
th crop vectors
t andd
necessary
computations
can
then
be
obtained
(a)
(b)
from lineRemQualityAssessFun.m

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

Figure 3.3: Linear feature extraction using MAP and our algorithm: (a) Original
color map (b) Original binary image, (c) Sample partial lines in f0M iddle , (d) Sample
partial lines in f2M iddle , (e) MAP lines for iter=3, (f) MAP lines for iter=7
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(g)

(h)

(i)

(j)

(k)

(l)

Figure 3.3: Linear feature extraction using MAP and our algorithm (continued):
(g) MAP lines for iter=11, (h) MAP lines for iter=15, (i) Lines detected using our
algorithm, (j) Effect of removing the MAP lines for iter=7 from the original image,
(k) Effect of removing the lines using our algorithm from the original image, (l)
Effect of clutter removal on the output of our algorithm
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sentation system and overcome the aforementioned limitation of the original MAP
algorithm.
Earlier it was shown that line projections that are comparable in length to the
edges of characters in each of the directional planes are the origin of the problem
with MAP. The primary reason for the formation of such short segments is the
over-fragmentation of lines due to the unnecessarily strict directionality imposed
in the eight feature planes. Our algorithm resolves this issue in two steps. First
edge
we note that while fdedge and fd+4
contain distinct pieces of lines, the orientations

of those lines are identical (perpendicular to both d and d + 4). Therefore we
can eliminate this redundancy by defining the four primary directions shown in
edge
Figure 3.4a and merging the contents of the dual feature planes fdedge and fd+4
.

edge
hedge
= fδedge ∪ fδ+4
; δ = 0, 1, 2, 3
δ

(3.6)

The grid structure of a digital image means that the constituent chains of pixels
of a line can only be interconnected in one or more of the four primary directions.
However, imperfect alignment of lines with the pixel grid along with noise induced
by scanning and binarization of the map can cause even straight lines to have
projections in at least two of the primary directions. For instance a line in the
image perceived to be oriented at 45◦ (primary direction 3) contains many pixel
chains that are interconnected at primary direction 3 and some pixel chains that
are interconnected at 0 or 2. In this example the projections of the latter set of
pixel chains form the problematic short linear segments that are similar in length
to character edges.
Linear features such as roads rarely contain sharp bends, and only gradually
change directions by nature. The aforementioned problem regarding short projec-
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,
and hmask
Figure 3.4: (a) Primary direction δ, (b) Line directions present in hseed
δ
δ
(c) Neighborhoods for D]0
tions of lines can therefore be generally avoided if two adjacent primary directions
are allowed in each feature plane. The resulting longer and better connected projections can then be separated from character edges more easily. We call this
strategy “straightness in adjacent planes”. Hence in the second step of our algorithm we define pixels in hedge
that have neighbors in at least two of the adjacent
δ
primary directions as seed pixels. The seed pixels are located at the problem areas where the local direction of a line is changing, thus when they are grown and
linked together based on the new strategy we can obtain whole lines that include
the segments which would have been otherwise missed by the original formulation
of MAP. We also define four masking images to be used later. Here the calculation
of direction is done mod4. Figure 3.4b shows the orientations of pixel chains that
are present in the newly defined feature planes hseed
and hmask
.
δ
δ
hseed
= hedge
∩ hedge
δ
δ
δ+1 ; δ = 0, 1, 2, 3

(3.7)

hmask
= hedge
∪ hedge
δ
δ
δ+1 ; δ = 0, 1, 2, 3

(3.8)

In order to grow the seed pixels into lines we use some of the same operators
used in the original MAP. We also define a new type of directional dilation as
defined in (3.9) to adjust for the double orientation of line projections in hseed
and
δ
hmask
. The neighborhood for D]d for the case where d = 0 is shown in Figure 3.4c.
δ
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As before, the neighborhood for this dilation rotates clockwise as the index d
increases.
D]d h =

d+6
[

h[σ]; d = 0, 1, 2, . . . , 7

(3.9)

σ=d+3

The procedure for reconstructing full lines is to first find the ending points
, and then expand them opposite to their direcof each chain of pixels in hseed
δ
tion of connection to other pixels in the same chain. Ending points are found
using the End operator from Table 3.1 and the expansion is performed using D]d .
The dilation needs to be masked with the original binary image b to limit the
region of growth. The function Grow shown in (3.10) is thus defined according to
2
this procedure. Grow can be applied iteratively (e.g. Growδ,d
h is equivalent to

Growδ,d (Growδ,d h)) so that at each iteration the end points are expanded incrementally and gaps across lines are shortened.

Growδ,d:b hδ = hδ ∪ D]d+4:b Endd+4 hδ
∪ D]d:b Endd hδ ; δ = 0, 1, 2, 3 & d = 1 or 3

(3.10)

Similar to the original MAP algorithm, once all the edges are reconstructed
we use the length criteria to separate actual lines from character edges. However,
this time length provides a more accurate measure due to the substantially longer
projections of actual lines by the new line representation method. Masking the
dilations with b in (3.10) had the side effect of including bodies of touching characters into the expanded image. Filtering of short projections and removal of these
solid character parts can be simultaneously implemented by applying the Open
operator masked with the images defined in (3.8) to the fully grown lines in each
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plane:
seed
5
; δ = 0, 3 & d = 1
rδ = Open18
>∗d+2:hmask Growδ,d:b hδ
δ

rδ =

5
Open18
Growδ,d:b
hseed
;δ
δ
>∗d+2:hmask
δ

(3.11)

= 1, 2 & d = 3

Note that the two definitions for rδ in (3.11) are the same, except that the
neighborhoods of growth in Grow and suppression in Open (which are governed
by the index d) have been chosen according to the orientations of lines present in
hseed
and hseed
. The number of iterations in Open and Grow above are the only
δ
δ
parameters in our algorithm. While the number of iterations in Open may need
to be changed according to the size of characters in the map image (similar to the
general rule stated for (3.4)), the number of iterations for Grow typically remains
constant. The linear features in the map are finally extracted by taking the union
of all line segments in the four primary planes.

R=

3
[

rδ

(3.12)

δ=0

Linear features are subsequently subtracted from b:

B =b∩R

(3.13)

Figures 3.3i through 3.3k show a comparison of the performance of the original
MAP compared to our algorithm for the map in Figure 3.3b. Visual inspection
clearly shows that the line network extracted using our algorithm is much more
complete compared to MAP, even for lines that pass through the characters, while
misclassification of character segments is minimal. This comparison is even more
evident for the map in Figure 3.5 where the distance between consecutive road
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3.2.2

Clutter Removal

The non character objects in the image which we refer to as clutter at this stage
consist of isolated pixels, dots, buildings, dashed lines, and small line segments
which are remnants from the line removal algorithm. The small artifacts in the
image are first removed using an area threshold on all remaining objects. Dots
are then removed by finding all circular objects in the image. This is achieved
by comparing the major and minor axis lengths of the ellipse which has the same
normalized second moments as the object of interest. If the difference between
these lengths is less than a certain threshold, and the object has an area less than
the average character area, the object is classified as being a circular dot and
removed from the image.
Buildings are typically represented as solid blocks that are larger in size compared to other objects in the image. Thus the repeated application of the erosion
operation En8 will only leave behind the core parts of buildings, and eliminate all
smaller objects. To restore these remaining core sections to their original size and
shape, the specialized masked dilation shown in (3.14) is subsequently applied to
this eroded image. As defined in Table 3.1, the masked dilation operator Dn8:B
4
takes the intersection of the dilated version of En8
B with the mask image (here the

binary image B which was obtained after removing the linear features), and has
4
the effect of limiting the expansion of pixels in En8
B only as much as to restore

them to the original size and shape they had in B. The number of iterations for
each of Dn8 and En8 (shown as superscripts in (3.14)) is determined using a priori
knowledge about the average size of the buildings in the map set.

5
4
B Solid = Dn8:B
En8
B
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= Dn8:B Open4n8:B B

(3.14)

Dashed lines consist of very short line segments that cannot be removed by our
line detection algorithm without damaging the characters. Detection of dashed
lines is therefore instead done using an algorithm which is loosely based on the
one proposed by Dori et al. in [52]. However, here we do not vectorize the input
binary image and work with the actual pixel values. Additionally, we use a different
method to generate the list of potential dash line segments.
The eccentricity of a 2D object is a parameter that provides a measure of how
much its shape deviates from being circular. Starting from 0 for a perfect circle, the
eccentricity ranges between 0 and 1 for an ellipse, and gradually increases to 1 as
the object’s shape becomes more elongated and closer to a line. A list of candidate
dash line segments LDL is thus produced by applying a threshold TDL = 0.9 to the
eccentricity values of every object in the binary image. Each candidate segment
is then approximated as being a rectangular bar and the coordinates of its four
vertices and its width, length, and orientation are found. Using this information,
a search area is formed for each candidate segment. This area consists of two
rectangular regions that start at either ends of each candidate segment, each having
the same orientation as the segment but twice its width and twice its length (to
allow for small deviations in path, size, and gaps among consecutive segments).
These rectangles are located such that they have the same medial axis as the
segment they are associated with and extend in opposite directions away from
it. For each candidate, a global search in LDL is subsequently performed and the
segment is tagged as a definite dashed line if at least one other candidate segment
falls completely within its search area. The detected dashed lines are subsequently
subtracted from the image.
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The remaining linear segments could be one of three things: letter I, number 1,
or non character residue. The orientation of a hypothetical string can be estimated
to be perpendicular to the orientation of the candidate linear segment. For example, in the word “TOPOGRAPHIC” the orientation of the string is horizontal and
hence perpendicular to the orientation of the letter I which is vertical. Also, each
candidate segment’s length is an indicator of the hypothetical character’s font size
in the map. Thus in order to eliminate the residual non character objects, any
object with an eccentricity larger than 0.9 is designated as a linear segment and
its orientation is found. Rectangular search areas with the same orientation as
the hypothetical string are then formed around the linear segment such that they
would contain one potential character to either side of the segment. Here we assume there are no isolated numbers or characters in a map. A linear segment can
therefore be tagged as a non-character object and removed from the image if no
other objects are found to fall completely within the search areas. A similar approach can be taken for non-linear isolated artifacts. However, as their orientation
does not indicate the orientation of the hypothetical string, the search area will be
a circle centered at the centroid of the object. Finally, the non character objects
are subtracted from B:

B T ext = B ∩ (B Solid ∪ Dash ∪ Residue)

(3.15)

Figure 3.3l shows an example of the output of removal of the clutter from the
image in Figure 3.3k.
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3.2.3

Character Grouping and Reorientation

In order to group the characters into their respective strings and reorient them
to the horizontal direction, a combined algorithm utilizing pyramid decomposition
and a geometric method is used. The image pyramid consists of a sequence of
copies of the original image in which both sample density and resolution are decreased, resulting in coarser versions of the image. For example, applying pyramid
using a uniform 2 × 2 averaging filter over non-overlapping blocks of pixels in an
image G0 with dimensions 2n × 2n would result in the image G1 with dimensions
2n−1 ×2n−1 . The next level of the pyramid, G2 , would have dimensions 2n−2 ×2n−2 ,
and so on. These reduced resolution levels of the pyramid are themselves obtained
through a highly efficient iterative algorithm. As subsequent levels of the pyramid
have smaller dimensions, they have the effect of merging and smoothing nearby
components. This property is used here to merge adjacent characters in the same
string together. As this process does not make any assumptions about the orientation of the strings, it is effective in grouping together characters in a word with
arbitrary orientation, and even words that are not aligned along a straight line
(e.g. names of rivers).
Here we use Gaussian kernels for pyramid construction as shown in (3.16). This
process is equivalent to convolving the original image with a set of Gaussian-like
weighting functions which are small in dimension and separable [53].
2
2
X
X

W (m, n)Gl−1 (2i + m, 2j + n)

(3.16)

W = w0 × w; w = [0.05 0.25 0.40 0.25 0.05]

(3.17)

Gl (i, j) =

m=−2 n=−2

In this equation W is the 5 × 5 Gaussian kernel shown in (3.17) and Gl is the
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next level of the pyramid being constructed from the previous level Gl−1 . The
Gaussian kernels utilized here are essentially lowpass filters and therefore at each
stage the high frequency content of the image is reduced and blurring occurs. This
blurring and merging (due to decimation) connects the adjacent characters into
blobs.
Conversely, the image can be expanded in a similar inverse process back to the
original image dimensions as shown in (3.18). In this equation, Gl,k is the image
obtained by expanding Gl k times (for example, Gl,0 = Gl ). Here, only the terms
for which

i−m
2

and

j−n
2

are integers contribute to the sum. The expansion to the

original image size results in a mask where the detected blobs are located at the
same location as the words are located in the initial image.

Gl,k (i, j) = 4 ×

2
2
X
X

W (m, n)Gl,k−1 (

m=−2 n=−2

i−m j−n
,
)
2
2

(3.18)

The level (i.e. number of stages) of pyramid used to group the characters into
their respective strings is an important factor that needs to be determined based
on the characteristics of the individual image. A low level (i.e. small number of
stages) would result in many disjoint sets of characters whereas a high level (i.e.
large number of stages) would result in unrelated strings being grouped together
as a single entity. Here, a reduction level of 3 and expansion level of 3 back to the
original size was found to generate good results.
In order to extract the individual detected words from the initial image G0 , a
mask needs to be created from G3,3 (three level reduction followed by three level
expansion). Hence, G3,3 is binarized and then dilated once using the 8-neighbor
dilation operator Dn8 . The dilation is performed to preserve edges of characters
that might otherwise be clipped if the original blob sizes are used. Each text
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string in the original text only image G0 is subsequently automatically extracted by
cropping the same area as its corresponding blob in G3,3 from G0 . A side advantage
of the overall procedure is that small isolated non character objects that are not
grouped with other objects can be automatically detected and removed according
to the small size of their corresponding blobs.
The Rotating Calipers method is an efficient tool that can be used to solve a
variety of computational geometric problems, including finding the minimum area
enclosing rectangle around a convex polygon. This algorithm operates based on
the fact that the minimum area enclosing rectangle has a side collinear with an
edge in the polygon of interest [54]. In this method two pairs of perpendicular
lines of support (calipers) passing through the extreme points of the polygon are
rotated clockwise until one of the lines coincides with an edge and the area of the
resulting rectangle is found. This process is repeated until the lines have been
rotated more than 90 degrees and the minimum area enclosing rectangle has been
found. The blobs formed around the strings have the same orientation as the strings
themselves. Thus the Rotating Calipers method is applied to the convex hull of
each blob to find the minimum area enclosing rectangle. Finally, the orientation
of each blob is defined as the angle of the longer side of its enclosing rectangle
with respect to the horizontal direction. Each text string extracted from G0 can
now be reoriented to the horizontal direction according to the orientation of its
corresponding blob in G3,3 .

3.3

Performance and Results

The proposed set of algorithms were tested on multiple USGS topographic maps
which were selected for their complexity and high density of features. A low
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scanning resolution of either 200 or 400 dpi was chosen in every case in order to
reduce the processing time, and to show the applicability of the various algorithms
on maps with low printing and/or scanning quality.
Figures 3.6 through 3.10 show the performance of the text and graphics separation modules on five 800 by 800 pixel maps that are representative of the test set.
It is easy to verify that our line extraction algorithm performs very well in extracting complete line networks, including very short lines and parts of lines that pass
through characters. Furthermore, the integrity of the characters is well preserved
throughout this process. It is also important to note that the text images only
contain a minimal amount of non-character objects, and that the entire text content of the maps is detected by the text extraction module. Most of the remaining
residual non character objects are eliminated by the pyramid decomposition, and
only in a few cases the larger non character objects are also extracted as part of
the text.
The maps in Figures 3.6 through 3.10 were also processed using the original
formulation of MAP in order to compare the performance of MAP versus our
line extraction algorithm. In each case, the main parameter that governs the
performance of MAP (number of iterations of the Open operator in (3.4)) was
chosen to obtain the best possible balance between the two contradictory goals
of maximizing the amount of detected lines and minimizing damage to the text
content. Figure 3.11 shows several examples of words obtained after the extraction
of lines using the original MAP and our algorithm. Visual inspection of the results
clearly verifies that in all cases the performance of our algorithm is far superior
to that of the original formulation of MAP in detecting and removing intersecting
lines that can negatively impact the OCR results.
Despite its significant advantages, our algorithm still detects sides of some of
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the characters printed in the largest font size as being part of the linear feature
layer. However, the larger characters are more resilient to damage and thus the
performance of the OCR is unaffected by such errors (as will be discussed in Chapter 4).
To obtain a quantitative comparison of the performance of our line extraction
algorithm versus the original MAP, we use some of the quality measures proposed
by [55] to evaluate automatic road extraction algorithms for aerial images. However, evaluation of the performance is only possible if a ground truth or reference
image is available to form the basis of the measurements. In [55] road lines that are
manually plotted onto the aerial images are used as reference. Since in topographic
maps the ground truth for the linear features is not readily available, and manual
extraction of these features is not practical, a different scheme was devised to generate the reference image. First, the binary image obtained after the removal of
contour lines (b) is manually processed to remove all non text features (including
roads, buildings, and dashed lines). This text image is subsequently subtracted
from b to obtain an image bg that only contains graphical features. Dashed lines
and buildings are then found using the appropriate graphics separation modules
and subtracted from bg to create the reference image bref that only contains linear
features such as roads and boundary lines.
The linear features extracted using our algorithm and the original MAP are
evaluated with respect to the reference image using the following three measures
of quality:
• Completeness:

Completeness =

length of matched reference
length of reference
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

Figure 3.6: Performance evaluation of the text and graphics separation modules;
(a) Original map image, (b) Foreground image, (c) Extracted linear features using
our algorithm, (d) Image after removal of linear features, (e) Text image after
clutter removal, (f) Text Grouped characters and their respective minimum area
enclosing rectangles
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

Figure 3.7: Performance evaluation of the text and graphics separation modules;
(a) Original map image, (b) Foreground image, (c) Extracted linear features using
our algorithm, (d) Image after removal of linear features, (e) Text image after
clutter removal, (f) Text Grouped characters and their respective minimum area
enclosing rectangles
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

Figure 3.8: Performance evaluation of the text and graphics separation modules;
(a) Original map image, (b) Foreground image, (c) Extracted linear features using
our algorithm, (d) Image after removal of linear features, (e) Text image after
clutter removal, (f) Text Grouped characters and their respective minimum area
enclosing rectangles
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

Figure 3.9: Performance evaluation of the text and graphics separation modules;
(a) Original map image, (b) Foreground image, (c) Extracted linear features using
our algorithm, (d) Image after removal of linear features, (e) Text image after
clutter removal, (f) Text Grouped characters and their respective minimum area
enclosing rectangles
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

Figure 3.10: Performance evaluation of the text and graphics separation modules;
(a) Original map image, (b) Foreground image, (c) Extracted linear features using
our algorithm, (d) Image after removal of linear features, (e) Text image after
clutter removal, (f) Text Grouped characters and their respective minimum area
enclosing rectangles
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(a)

(b)

Figure 3.11: Extracted words: a) Using the original MAP, b) Using our line extraction algorithm
The completeness measure calculates the percentage of lines in the reference
data that are explained by the extracted lines, and its optimal value is equal
to 1.
• Correctness:

Correctness =

length of matched extraction
length of extraction

The correctness measure computes the percentage of correctly extracted linear features, or in other words the percentage of lines in the extraction that
are actually useful. The optimal value for correctness is 1.
• Quality:

Quality =

length of matched extraction
length of extraction + length of unmatched reference

The quality measure takes both completeness and correctness into account
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to provide a sense of the “goodness” of the extraction results, and its optimal
value is equal to 1.
Matching of the extracted linear features from either algorithm to the lines
present in the reference image is simply performed by taking the intersection of the
image being evaluated and the reference image. Unlike [55], the lines maintain their
original width throughout both extraction algorithms (in other words thinning is
not applied). Therefore we used the actual number of constituent pixels of lines
instead of their length to compute the three measures of quality. It should also
be noted that since the “matching extraction” and “matching reference” lines
perfectly coincide with each other, the “lengths” of these segments are essentially
the same in the definitions of the three measures.
As the creation of the reference image is a laborious procedure, the quantitative
assessment of the performance of the two algorithms was limited to two 500 by
500 pixel map images TQ1 and TQ2 which were selected from the same data set
as the other maps (TQ1 is a larger version of the map shown in Figure 3.3b).
For both images, linear features were extracted using both our algorithm and
the original MAP. The same parameter settings as in (3.11) were used for our
algorithm. However in MAP several different values were tried as the number of
iterations of the Open operator in (3.4) (iter) and each time the three performance
evaluation measures were computed. The results of the performance evaluations
for both images are presented in Tables 3.2 and 3.3. While our line extraction
algorithm simultaneously achieves high scores for completeness and correctness,
MAP can only optimize one of the two measures for each setting of iter. This is
due to the tradeoff in MAP between detecting all line segments belonging to edges
of every feature in the image, and those longer line segments that are more likely
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part of the linear feature layer. As iter increases the minimum detected length of
the line segments in the eight feature planes also increases, which in turn results
in the extraction of a lesser amount of actual lines and thus a decrease in the value
of completeness. However, at the same time correctness increases since a smaller
amount of edges belonging to characters or buildings are being detected.

3.4

Conclusion

In this chapter a new line representation method and a set of directional morphological operations were introduced to automatically extract the text layer from
intersecting linear features that are printed in the same color in images of scanned
topographic maps. This method does not rely on heuristics or simplifying assumptions, and contains only two parameters which can be easily modified to extract
linear features from line drawing images such as geographic maps, blueprints and
engineering drawings.
Another sequence of algorithms were subsequently introduced to remove any
remaining non character objects in the image using a novel combination of procedures consisting of a dash line detection algorithm, a set of morphological operations, and a unique search algorithm. Finally, individual characters were grouped
together into their respective strings using pyramid decomposition, and reoriented
to the horizontal direction by fitting each of them with a minimum area enclosing
rectangle.
The graphics extraction modules were successfully tested on complex USGS
maps that contain dense and frequently intersecting features. In every case, visual
inspection of the remaining text image verified the high accuracy of the individual
algorithms in detecting the appropriate graphical features. Our linear feature
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extraction algorithm was also evaluated against the original formulation of MAP
using several quality measures across a range of parameters. Unlike MAP, our
algorithm was found to be capable of detecting better connected and more complete
line networks, including segments that are short and/or passing through characters,
with negligible impact on the integrity of the characters.
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Table 3.2: Performance evaluation of linear feature extraction: Our method vs.
MAP for TQ1
Measure

Our
MAP MAP MAP
MAP
Method iter=3 iter=7 iter=11 iter=15

Completeness

95.18

96.40

89.49

80.21

66.77

Correctness

97.19

88.33

96.79

98.41

98.92

Quality

92.63

85.51

86.92

79.18

66.28

Table 3.3: Performance evaluation of linear feature extraction: Our method vs.
MAP for TQ2
Measure

Our
MAP MAP MAP
MAP
Method iter=3 iter=7 iter=11 iter=15

Completeness

92.49

94.18

85.90

77.10

65.44

Correctness

94.93

86.71

96.34

98.60

98.93

Quality

88.13

82.30

83.19

76.26

64.98

Chapter

4

Text Recognition
4.1

Introduction

The human visual system is fully capable of detecting and recognizing the text
content of geographic maps despite the high density and regular overlapping of the
graphical features. However as discussed in Chapter 1, commercial OCRs produce
unacceptable recognition rates even after the text has been separated from the
graphics, extracted, and reoriented to the horizontal direction. We therefore need
a customized recognition engine that is specifically designed and trained according
to the anticipated types and levels of defects present in this type of text so that user
involvement in correcting the errors in post processing can be reduced to a minimum. More specifically, the custom recognition engine should be robust to defects
that result from the contour line extraction module (e.g. speckle noise, and thresholding artifacts), degradations due to misclassification errors in the linear feature
extraction algorithm (e.g. broken and/or connected characters), and reorientation
errors. Furthermore, the recognition system cannot rely on prior knowledge about
the underlying text content of maps (such as dictionaries or gazetteers) since this
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type of information is not usually available (specially in the case of foreign maps).
Unlike other parts of the map conversion process, text recognition has received
little attention in the research carried out in the field of automatic map understanding systems. In cases where the features are well separated from each other
or printed in colors that facilitate the map digitization process, the extraction of
the text content is trivial and the degradations associated with misclassification
errors are non existent (e.g. see [35]). Other systems mostly consider the extraction of one or more types of features from complex maps [15, 25, 40–42, 46], but do
not address the problems of non-horizontal text or character recognition.
The few systems that discuss the recognition of the text content of maps have
several drawbacks such as focusing on simpler maps, heavy reliance on user interaction during both text extraction and recognition, or depending on a dictionary
or gazetteer to improve their performance. Cao et al. [43] used a commercial OCR
to recognize text extracted from street maps that have limited intersection among
different features. Li et al. [44] use an OCR based on template matching and
trained on actual character prototypes that are manually labeled to recognize the
text. Velázquez and Levachkine [39] use an artificial neural network in conjunction with a gazetteer to recognize the text. Similar recognition systems have been
reported in [56] and [57].
In this chapter we discuss a custom multi-font segmentation-free recognition
engine that is specifically designed to address the difficulties associated with text
extracted from complex topographic maps. The proposed system combines the
outputs of two sets of Hidden Markov Models (HMMs) trained on vertical and
horizontal features of characters to recognize the text. A specially designed defect model that closely mimics the artifacts encountered in text extracted from
maps is used to artificially generate the training sets required for each character.
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Another novel aspect of the recognition engine is a preprocessing algorithm that
uses RANSAC [17] to automatically eliminate some of the artifacts attached to
the characters, and/or normalize them to a uniform size.

4.2
4.2.1

Proposed System
Noise Model

Text recognition systems can in general be divided into three categories. Those in
the first group rely on a segmentation algorithm (see e.g. [58]) to obtain the individual characters in every word image, and then send each of the extracted characters
to a classifier that is trained on single character images for recognition. The performance of such systems is mainly determined by the accuracy of the segmentation
procedure. As seen in Figure 4.9, words extracted from maps may contain broken
and/or conjoined characters, and italicized typeface, which are all conditions that
lead to a higher likelihood for segmentation errors. The cascading effect of such
errors coupled with the difficulties in recognizing characters with mild to severe
levels of noise and defects will consequently result in unacceptable overall performance rates for systems that follow this kind of architecture. It should be noted
that if the text follows a known structure, segmentation-based systems can yield
good results for noisy characters. For example, Nomura et al. [59] developed an
algorithm based on morphological operations to segment fragmented, overlapped,
and connected characters in degraded images of license plates of cars. Errors due
to under-segmentation or over-segmentation were for the most part avoided based
on the knowledge that all license plate images used in this work consisted of three
letters followed by four numbers. Similarly, Elnagar and Alhajj [60] segmented
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Figure 4.1: Samples of extracted words
connected handwritten two digit numeral strings with a single touching using a
thinning algorithm followed by a search in the area close to a set of candidate segmentation points. As the text in maps does not follow any known structure and
can contain any arbitrary number of characters or digits, a segmentation-based
system will still be unsuitable in our application.
One of the most promising approaches for the recognition of heavily noisy or
degraded characters belongs to the second general category of recognition systems.
Instead of segmenting a word into individual characters, these systems model major
parts of each word, and in some cases complete words, using separate statistical
models. Examples of this design can be found in the works of Kuo et al. [61] and
Aggazi et al. [62] who obtained excellent recognition results for severely degraded
word images using pseudo two dimensional HMMs. As the individual models need
to be trained on major parts of words, or whole words, the application of this
approach is limited only to cases where the underlying text is known to belong to
a small sized lexicon. The text in maps mainly consists of names that may not
appear in a dictionary, and gazetteers for a specific map sheet cannot always be
found. This approach is therefore also not viable in our application.
A third category of recognition systems combine the segmentation and recog-
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nition processes to overcome the difficulties associated with text that is hard to
segment or noisy. Casey and Nagy [63] used such an approach to deal with closely
spaced printed documents of a known font size and type. A sliding window is
moved across the word to be segmented and in each iteration the segment which
falls within the window is sent for recognition. If recognition fails the window
is resized and the previous procedure is repeated until successful segmentation is
obtained. Wachenfeld et al. [64] described a recognition based method to segment
low resolution screen rendered grayscale text images. This method splits a word
into a series of primitive segments using dynamic programming and then recombines these segments to obtain the final segmentation based on scores from a single
character classifier and a search in a graph of all possible combinations for the optimal path with the highest score. Other examples of this general approach can be
found in [65], [66], [67], [68]. Here we also use a procedure that relies on implicit
segmentation of the word images into individual characters (as will be discussed
in Section 4.2.3.3). However, rather than using the recognition results from the
implicit segmentation step, we send the segmented characters to a combined classifier for recognition. Similar to the segment-then-recognize systems, the training
data for our recognition engine will therefore consist of single character images.
While numerous types of features and classification algorithms have been suggested in the literature, it has been recently shown that the dominant factors in
determining the performance of a text recognition system are the size and representativeness of the data used for its training [16]. Large number of actual character
samples drawn from maps would therefore constitute the ideal training set in our
application. However, topographic maps contain only a small amount of text compared to other documents. Furthermore, the text is typically printed in multiple
fonts, is difficult to extract, and each individual character needs to be manually
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labeled before it can be included in the training set. We thus propose using a
custom noise model that can accurately replicate the various defects observed in
characters extracted from maps. This model can then generate artificial training
sets with arbitrary size and appropriate level of noise.
Baird [69] has formulated a procedure to model various defects caused by the
physics of printing and imaging of a document. Here we have chosen a subset
of four of the ten parameters used in this method that are most relevant to our
application:
• Spatial Quantization: This type of degradation is a function of character size
(in units of points) and scanning resolution (in pixels/inch).
• Blurring: The combined point spread function of the printing and scanning
processes is modeled by the parameter blur (in units of output pixels) and
is defined as the standard error of a circularly symmetric 2D Gaussian filter.
• Speckle Noise: Per-pixel additive noise is modeled by the parameter sens (in
units of intensity) which is defined as the standard error of a normal distribution with zero mean. This parameter models the effects of classification
errors during the color processing used in the contour line removal step.
• Thresholding: Effects of binarization of the map image in the linear feature
removal step are modeled using the parameter thresh (in units of intensity,
assuming white and black are represented by 0 and 1 respectively).
This Truncated Degradation Model (TDM) creates artificial binary character
images by adding per-symbol and per-pixel pseudo random noise and deformations
to a clean character image as follows. The noise free bilevel input character of the
desired size is first rendered at 8 to 10 times the output resolution. The image
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is then shifted randomly within [0,1] in output pixel units in the horizontal and
vertical directions. This image is subsequently blurred and subsampled to the
output resolution. Finally, speckle noise is added to every pixel of the subsampled
image and the whole image is binarized using the threshold value thresh.
Very short line fragments attached to characters comprise another type of artifact observed in text extracted from maps. These fragments can appear at both
the outer and inner edges of characters as a result of misclassification of parts of
intersecting lines. We thus supplement our noise model by defining an additional
pseudo random process similar to a self avoiding random walk that replicates this
type of defect. The input image to this iterative process which we refer to as the
Extended Degradation Model (EDM) is a noisy character image created by the
TDM.
Reproduction of linear segments that are similar to actual artifacts relies on
the randomization of the defining properties of the linear segments. These properties consist of the line’s point of intersection with the character, its length, and
its orientation. Here the principle of “straightness in adjacent planes” that was
described earlier in Chapter 3 is reemployed to pick the general orientation of the
line. Since the linear artifacts are very short, they can be safely assumed to be
nearly straight. This means that the constituent pixels of every linear artifact are
interconnected in only two of the adjacent primary directions from Figure 3.4a.
Hence growth of new pixels from a previous one can only occur in one of the eight
combined directions shown in Figure 4.2. The introduction of the linear artifacts
is performed accordingly using the following procedure:
Step 1) Initialization: Four parameters that are needed for the growth of a line
segment are each randomly selected during initialization. All random selec-
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Figure 4.2: Possible growth directions from a previous pixel
tions are performed assuming uniform distribution over the range of possible
values. First, the initial growth point G0 is randomly selected from the pixels
on the perimeter of the character. The second random selection picks one of
the eight combined directions in Figure 4.2 as the general direction of growth
for all subsequent iterations. Each direction ∆ determines two candidate directions of growth and therefore two new neighboring pixels N1 and N2 at
each iteration. The selection of one of the two candidate growth pixels in
each iteration is performed based on the probability pair (p, 1 − p) for N1
and N2 , respectively. Hence a third random process picks the value of p from
Vp = [0.1, 0.2, . . . , 0.8, 0.9]. Finally, the length of the linear segment (number
of iterations) Lseg is randomly selected from the vector VL = [2, 4, . . . , Lmax ].
Here we chose Lmax = 8.
Step 2) Growth: At each iteration time t, one of the two neighboring pixels N1
and N2 of the previous growth location Gt−1 is randomly selected based on
the probability pair (p, 1 − p) as the new growth pixel Gt . Discontinuities
along the intersecting line fragments are then replicated by using a second
random process to determine whether Gt will be an ON (or OFF) pixel (in
other words 1 or 0, respectively) with probability q (or 1 − q). Here we chose
q = 0.9.
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Step 3) Stopping criteria: Continue iterations until t = Lseg .
As the direction of growth is known at each iteration, the above procedure
can be easily modified to produce linear artifacts that are more than one pixel
thick (the direction perpendicular to current direction of growth is along the line’s
width). Furthermore, double sided growth can be replicated by repeating this
procedure from the same initial point G0 but in the opposite general direction of
growth.

4.2.2

Preprocessing

Preprocessing of a word image consists of a number of procedures that aim to
reduce the amount of noise and normalize the input image prior to being sent
for recognition. Small isolated noise speckles can be simply removed using a size
filter. The subtype of linear artifacts that extend above or below the boundaries
of characters in a word comprise the other type of defect that needs to be eliminated. This is despite the fact that such attachments are a subset of the general
class of intersecting linear segments which are already represented in the training
sets. There are two reasons for this special treatment. First, any kind of quality
degradation has a detrimental effect on the character recognition rate. More importantly though, characters printed in different font types and sizes all need to
be normalized to a fixed size according to a normalization factor which is deduced
from the character’s height and the target size. However, the aforementioned linear attachments extend the actual height of characters and thereby produce an
incorrect normalization factor.
We propose a procedure to resolve this problem based on the observation that
all capital letters in the Latin alphabet have the same height, and in the absence
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of any noise or artifacts the tops and bottoms of characters constituting a word
align perfectly along two imaginary parallel lines that encase the whole word.
The line tangent to the top of capital letters in a word is called a cap line, and
the corresponding one at the bottom is referred to as the baseline. Therefore
the solution to our problem becomes one of providing a robust estimate of the
boundary lines and assigning any pixels that fall on the outside of these lines as
artifacts.
The data we use to estimate the baseline are the coordinates of the pixels located on the profile of the outer contours of characters in the word image as viewed
from the bottom. In addition to the linear artifacts, slight errors in the reorientation of words to the horizontal direction, shape of characters such as A and H,
and noise introduce many points into the bottom profile which are not necessarily
aligned along the true baseline of the word. These points are essentially outliers
and their relatively high ratio in our data renders simple regression methods (such
as the least squares algorithm) which have zero or very low tolerance for outliers
ineffective.
The RANdom SAmple Consensus (RANSAC) algorithm [17] is a robust iterative parameter estimation technique for noisy data that are heavily contaminated
with outliers and is widely used in computer vision applications. At each iteration,
the minimum number of data points required to estimate the model parameters
(e.g. a line needs only two data points) are selected randomly from all data and
the model is determined using only these points. Other points in the entire data
set that fit this model within a given error threshold are then assigned as candidate
inliers and the model parameters are reestimated based on the new points in the
inlier list. This procedure is repeated and each time the model is saved. In the
original formulation of RANSAC, the estimated models are ranked based on the
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cardinality of the candidate inlier set found at each iteration and thus the “best”
model is the one with the largest number of inliers. Here we use the MLESAC [70]
variation of this algorithm which performs the ranking by calculating the likelihoods of the individual models. The total number of iterations in RANSAC is
chosen to be large enough to ensure with high probability that at least one of the
sets of randomly selected samples consists only of true inliers.
Once the baseline parameters are estimated, any pixels in the word image that
extend below this line are classified as artifacts and removed. The cap line is
found in a similar fashion, but this time the top profile of the word image is used
as the input data and any pixels that extend above this line are eliminated. Since
RANSAC automatically terminates its loop when a good enough model has been
found, a very large number can be selected as the default number of iterations for
every image. The error threshold which determines whether a data point fits the
model is also a fixed number for every image but is determined experimentally. An
example of the performance of the proposed noise removal procedure is shown in
Figure 4.3.
The height of a word is defined as the vertical distance between the lowest and
highest points in the whole word. Clearly, if a word is not perfectly horizontal
this height will be larger than the true height of each character in the image. We
thus use the slopes of the two tangent boundary lines as a measure to correct any
orientation errors. Since in practice these slopes are not identical, the angle of
rotation is defined as the average of the two slopes. The words are subsequently
normalized to the target size.
In rare cases when a sans serif font is used for a word such as “AKIN” in which
every character’s top and bottom has a pointed tip, the estimation algorithm will
inevitably be overwhelmed by the huge number of outliers and produce incorrect
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estimations of the lines that instead of being tangent, pass through the characters.
These uncommon occurrences can be identified by checking the percentage of points
in the image that are assigned as artifacts. If the percentage is higher than a given
limit, the image will be flagged and normalized using its original height. It should
also be noted that in some fonts the letter “Q” has a slightly larger height than
other capital letters. In such cases, the baseline will still be correctly estimated
and can be used for normalization but we will not eliminate the points below it to
avoid the removal of the extension in the bottom of “Q”.
Words that contain lower case letters are normalized using a modified version
of the preprocessing algorithm. Unlike capital letters, lower case letters in a word
have variable height (e.g. characters “a”, “p”, and “t”), and as a result their tops
and bottoms are not necessarily aligned with respect to one another. Finding the
proper normalization factor is further complicated due of the fact that the initial
letters of words that contain lower case letters are typically printed in capital.
Since all letters (lower case and upper case) can still be considered to sit on the
baseline, and as the cap line is not defined in such cases, we use the x-height, which
is defined as the distance between the baseline and the mean line (imaginary line
connecting the top of non-ascending lowercase letters such as “a” and “e”), to
normalize words with lower case letters. First, we compute the horizontal (rowwise) histogram of pixels in the word image. Since each word image is horizontal
or nearly horizontal, rows that contain less than 50% of the maximum count of
pixels in the histogram can be safely assumed to belong to regions that extend
above the mean line (ascenders and parts of capital letters), or below the baseline
(descenders). Parts of characters that fall into these rows are then removed, and
the top and bottom profiles of the remaining word image are used to estimate the
mean line and baseline, respectively. Similar to before, slight orientation errors
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Lens

Figure 4.3: Preprocessing using RANSAC; from top to bottom:
Image Original word imSnippet_GR_RANSAC_Rotate{6}
Snippet_GR_RANSAC_Rotate{6}
Snippet_GR_RANSAC_Rotate{6}
Snippet_GR_RANSAC_Rotate{6}
age,
Bottom profile, Top profile, Fitted baseline and caplinePlane
and detected artifacts
{11}
{11}

{8}{8}

Figure 4.4: Preprocessing using RANSAC for lower case characters; from top to
bottom: Original word image and its corresponding horizontal histogram, Fitted
baseline and mean line
can also be corrected based on the slopes of the mean line and baseline. Examples
of this procedure are shown in Figure 4.4.

4.2.3

Recognition Engine

Hidden Markov Model (HMM) based recognition systems have had a long successful history in the field of speech recognition that has resulted in the development of many effective techniques for overcoming problems such as noisy and
connected spoken word recognition. As many of the these issues have nearly identical counterparts in text recognition, HMMs and their associated techniques have
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also found widespread application in the recognition of both printed and handwritten text [61, 62, 71–74].
Our recognition engine is most comparable to the general structure of the HMM
based recognition system proposed by Elms et al. [75] that integrates the segmentation and recognition processes using the Level Building Algorithm (LBA) [76],
but we also introduce several modifications in order to improve the performance
and/or simplify the processes involved. More specifically, our systems are different
in the set of feature vectors, clustering technique, incorporation of letter transition
probabilities into LBA, and the modeling of white space between characters. Furthermore, we train our system using artificially generated data and refrain from
relying on contextual knowledge whereas the system in [75] uses actual data for
the training of HMMs and relies on a lexicon to improve its performance.
An HMM is essentially a finite state machine that can generate a sequence
of observations based on its state transition and observation probability matrices.
Conversely, the Viterbi algorithm can be used to match a sequence of observation
data to a trained HMM in order to produce the most likely state sequence and
the likelihood with which it was generated. In order to emulate the sequential
generation of observation data, a character (or word) image is scanned from left to
right (or top to bottom) such that features are taken from consecutive columns (or
rows) in the image. In a similar fashion, a left-right model is used for the HMMs.
However, state transitions should be restricted as shown in Figure 4.5 such that
they are only allowed from a state Si to the next state Si+1 or back to itself in
order to avoid severe warping. An HMM can thus be trained for each character
(or word) class, and given an observation sequence obtained from a character (or
word) image the model that produces the highest likelihood value is declared as
the recognition result.
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Figure 4.5: Left to Right HMM with 5 states
Linear artifacts and the large amount of noise present in text extracted from
maps can conjoin adjacent characters and/or split single characters such as “L”
into two or more segments. Moreover, many maps use italic fonts which cause
the boundaries of adjacent characters to overlap with each other. Segmentation
of the words extracted from maps into individual characters is therefore a difficult
and error prone procedure. One possible approach for recognition of such noisy
text is to train a single HMM for each whole word if the words belong to a known
and very small lexicon. However, the text content of maps mainly consists of a
diverse range of names of places that do not necessarily belong to any dictionary
or lexicon. We thus use the LBA as an implicit segmentation method to arrive
at individual character images that can subsequently be recognized by two sets
of HMMs that are trained on single characters. The various components of our
recognition engine built on this strategy are described below:

4.2.3.1

Features

Each observation sequence extracted from the columns or rows of a character image
only offers a partial description of its actual shape, whereas the full structure of a
character can only be truly captured if the information lying in both dimensions
of the image is simultaneously converted into a suitable sequence for an HMM.
The incapability of the one dimensional HMMs used here (as opposed to e.g. the
pseudo 2D models in [61]) in doing so can be somewhat circumvented by using
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two sets of HMMs for each character class, where the first set of HMMs models
the vertical (column-wise) features of each character and the second set of HMMs
models the horizontal (row-wise) features. The likelihood values derived from the
two sets will then be combined to obtain a more robust recognition result. Each
normalized character image therefore generates two sequences of observation data,
one from the raw value of pixels in consecutive columns of the image and the other
in a similar fashion from consecutive rows.

4.2.3.2

HMM Training

Noisy character images generated by both TDM and EDM from different fonts are
used in the training of the HMMs. The parameters in the TDM are adjusted so
that each output character has a uniform height of 28 pixels. Characters are then
centered within 38 by 38 pixel images. The extra padding to the sides of characters
is necessary due to the variation between the widths of different characters, and
to accommodate the linear artifacts from the EDM which may extend outside
the character’s boundaries. The padding at the top and bottom serves a similar
purpose for linear artifacts extending above or below the character limits.
The space of all possible 38 element vectors contains 238 ≈ 2 × 1011 distinct
vectors. However, in reality the feature vectors extracted from the normalized
noisy character images only sparsely populate this space. In order to reduce the
effect of slight variations due to noise, and to obtain more robust observation likelihoods for the discrete HMMs, the observed feature vectors that are similar to
one another can be grouped together. Two codebooks are therefore generated using the standard K-means algorithm from the 38 element horizontal and vertical
feature vectors extracted from the training sets. The horizontal and vertical feature vectors are subsequently quantized using the nearest neighbor rule on their
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respective codebooks. It should be noted that the output of the K-means algorithm depends on an initial random guess of potential cluster centers. In order to
obtain the “best” clustering results, this algorithm can be run several times to pick
the results that correspond to the minimum overall sum of intra-cluster vector to
cluster centroid distances. Here the optimal number of cluster centers was found
experimentally and set to 45 clusters.
The normalized size of the character images is directly linked to the number of
states for each HMM. Here we use ten states for every HMM so that approximately
every four consecutive observations (quantized columns or rows) are mapped to
each state. It should be noted that this is only a rough estimate and in reality
some states may represent fewer or larger number of observations depending on the
particular character. Finally, two HMMs are trained on the quantized horizontal
and vertical features of each of the capital letters A:Z, giving a total of 52 character
models. It should be noted that along with the state transition and observation
probability matrices, the initial state probabilities are also estimated during training. However, the LBA requires that every state other than the first have zero
initial probability (or equivalently that the first state have initial probability equal
to one) [76]. Hence we set the initial guess of the state probabilities according to
this requirement prior to training of the HMMs. Since initial probabilities that are
set to zero are unaffected by training, the desired settings will remain unchanged.

4.2.3.3

Level Building Algorithm

The LBA is a dynamic programming technique that optimizes the joint segmentation and recognition of an observation sequence in a maximum likelihood sense.
The LBA is therefore basically an extension of the Viterbi algorithm. While the
Viterbi algorithm matches a sequence of observations to a single model in order
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to generate the most likely state sequence, the LBA can use a number of different
models to split an observation sequence into subsequences and match them to the
individual models.
Given a set of character models λ = (λ1 , λ2 , . . . , λN ) described by individual
state transition and observation probability matrices An and B n , and an observation sequence O = (O1 , O2 , . . . , OT ), the LBA starts at level 1 by progressively
scanning through O from left to right. At each frame t and for each model λn , the
incremental probability of matching the partial sequence (O1 , O2 , . . . , Ot ) to the
current model is computed as δt (j) and stored in the array P (1, t, n) as follows:
Step 1) Initialization: δ1 (1) = bn1 (O1 ) where bnj (k) is the j, kth entry in B n (probability of observing symbol k given state j for model λn ). Assuming all character models have the same total number of states M , δ1 (j) for j 6= 1 is
computed as follows:
δ1 (j) = 0; j = 2, 3, . . . , M
Step 2) Recursion: for 2 ≤ t ≤ T and 1 ≤ j ≤ M , and with anij being the i, jth
element of state transition matrix An :

δt (j) = max [δt−1 (i) × [anij ]] × [bnj (Ot )]
1≤i≤M

Step 3) Termination:
P (1, t, n) = δt (M ); 1 ≤ t ≤ T
B(1, t, n) = 0
At the end of level l = 1 (after we have cycled through all character models)
and at each frame t, the best model that describes the current partial observation
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sequence, its corresponding cumulative probability , and the level output backpointer are stored in the following additional arrays:

Ŵ (l, t) = argmaxP (l, t, n)

(4.1)

n

P̂ (l, t) = max P (l, t, n)

(4.2)

B̂(l, t) = B(l, t, argmaxP (l, t, n))

(4.3)

n

n

The computation for higher levels is performed in a similar fashion, except that
during initialization at the beginning of each subsequent level l the cumulative
probabilities pick up from the best cumulative probability in the previous level
(P̂ (l − 1, t − 1)), and the backpointer is updated to keep track of the ending frame
of the best previous model as follows:

δ1 (1) = 0

(4.4)

δt (1) = max[P̂ (l − 1, t − 1), an11 × δt−1 (1)] × [bn1 (Ot )]; 2 ≤ t ≤ T


 t−1
if P̂ (l − 1, t − 1) > an11 × δt−1 (1)
αt (1) =

 αt−1 (1) otherwise

(4.5)

(4.6)

During recursion (Step 2), the backpointer is updated:

αt (j) = αt−1 (argmax(δt−1 (i) × anij ))

(4.7)

1≤i≤M

and at the end of each level and for each character model λn , the cumulative
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probability and backpointer arrays are updated:

P (l, t, n) = δt (M ); 1 ≤ t ≤ T

B(l, t, n) = αt (M ); 1 ≤ t ≤ T

(4.8)

Once all character models have been processed at any level, the reduced arrays
Ŵ , P̂ , and B̂ are computed using the same procedure as in level 1.
The entire procedure terminates when a maximum of number of levels lmax
have been processed, at which point the algorithm backtracks from the last best
model Ŵ (lmax , T ) to the first one using the backpointers constructed earlier. The
jointly optimal recognition and segmentation results are found from the sequence
of matching models and the backpointer array, respectively.
The only sequence of observations that can be extracted from a word image
prior to its segmentation are the vertical (column-wise) features. Every word image is thus normalized in preprocessing such that the extracted feature vectors
(columns) have the same format as the normalized character images used in the
training of the HMMs. Accordingly, every word is resized so that it has an actual
height of 28 pixels (width is adjusted to maintain the aspect ratio) and then centered within a 38 pixel high window. Correct normalization of the word image is
critical to the performance of the LBA. Therefore the significance of the RANSAC
based preprocessing method discussed earlier becomes more apparent considering
that an intersecting line that extends above or below a single character’s boundaries can result in incorrect normalization and thereby incorrect segmentation and
recognition results for the whole word. As vertical features are to be used as observation values here, the sequence of columns is quantized based on the codebook
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for the vertical features. Similarly, the set of HMMs trained on vertical features
constitute the input character models to the LBA.
While we use the LBA due to its ability to segment words with noisy and/or
conjoined characters, there are many adjacent pairs of characters that are separated
by empty inter character space. The sequence of columns comprising the blank
space is typically handled by creating an extra class that is modeled by a separate
HMM and increasing the maximum number of levels in the LBA (e.g. as in [75]).
However, the extra padding on the sides of the characters in our training images
already models the blank space and such cases are automatically dealt with. Since
additional levels are not required to account for the blank space here, we can use
the width of each word to hypothesize the maximum number of characters and
thereby maximum number of levels in the LBA as follows:

lmax = bT /µchar c + C

(4.9)

where T is total width of the word (or equivalently number of columns), µchar is
the mean character width found from the training images, and C is a constant
that is added to account for inter character blank spaces and the much smaller
width of the letter “I” (here we set C = 3). Hence for every word image, the
LBA is performed for levels 1 through lmax . The optimal number of letters in each
word is then automatically selected from the value of l that maximizes P̂ (l, T ) for
l = 1, 2, . . . , lmax and the associated optimal segmentation points are taken from
the corresponding arrays.
In its most basic formulation, the LBA has no temporal or syntax related
constraints. More specifically, a model can match an unreasonably short or long
sequence of observations (for instance, the model for letter “A” can be matched to
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a sequence that is 10 or 100 observations long). Moreover, any model can follow
any other model from previous levels with equal likelihood. The performance of
the LBA can thus be significantly improved by making minor modifications to
include both types of constraints.
Assuming that variations in the widths of each character can be modeled by
individual Gaussian distributions, the temporal constraint is incorporated in the
LBA by including the weighted character width probabilities in the computation
of the cumulative probabilities P (l, t, n) [76]:

P̃ (l, t, n) = P (l, t, n) · Pn (d∆t )α

(4.10)

where Pn is the Gaussian distribution for the width of character model λn with
mean µn and variance σn , d∆t is the duration of the current observation subsequence being matched to model λn , and α is a weighting factor. The values for
µn and σn are found from the widths of the training images for each character
class λn , whereas the value for α is optimized experimentally. The new cumulative
probabilities P̃ (l, t, n) are then used instead of P (l, t, n) at the end of each level to
compute P̂ (l, t) and Ŵ (l, t).
As mentioned previously, the text content of maps mainly consists of names
that may not be present in a dictionary. However, it is safe to assume that names
follow the same general structure as other English words (or whichever language
is being used in the map). One of the simplest forms of such structure is a bigram
model which specifies the probability with which a letter follows a previous letter
in a word. Bigrams can be included in the LBA by introducing a new probability
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array as defined below:

P̌n|m (l − 1, t − 1) = P̂ (l − 1, t − 1) · Ptr (n | m)β

(4.11)

where n is the character corresponding to the current model λn being matched to
an observation subsequence at level l, m is the best character from the previous
level (Ŵ (l − 1, t − 1)), Ptr (n | m) is the appropriate letter transition probability,
and β is weighting factor. At the beginning of each new level, the cumulative
probabilities for current model λn will thus pick up from P̌n|m (l − 1, t − 1) instead
of the original P̂ (l − 1, t − 1) to incorporate the bigram model. Here we obtained
the letter transition probabilities from [77], and optimized β experimentally. As
can be seen in Table 4.1, many of the bigram probabilities are equal to zero,
meaning that at those locations a transition from a previous character to the next
one is strictly prohibited. However, such a stringent condition is undesirable since
a single misrecognized character could potentially cause a cascading effect that
results in the incorrect segmentation or recognition of the whole word image. In
order to avoid such anomalies, the bigram values that are equal to zero are set to
0.01 of the minimum of all the non-zero probabilities in each row of Table 4.1. The
probabilities are then renormalized, so that each row sums to one.

A 0.0011
B 0.0931
C 0.1202
D 0.1044
E 0.0660
F 0.0838
G 0.1078
H 0.1769
I
0.0380
J 0.1259
K 0.0395
L 0.1342
M 0.1822
N 0.0550
O 0.0085
P 0.1359
Q 0.0000
R 0.1026
S 0.0604
T 0.0619
U 0.0344
V 0.0749
W 0.2291
X 0.0672
Y 0.0586
Z 0.2278
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0.0193
0.0388
0.0057
0.0016
0.0000
0.0196
0.0020
0.0026
0.0036
0.0433
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0005
0.0014
0.0082
0.0767
0.0000
0.0000
0.0028
0.0000
0.0019
0.0022
0.0337
0.0026
0.0004
0.0621
0.0101
0.0162
0.0000
0.0006
0.0000
0.0000
0.0033
0.0172
0.0012
0.0284
0.0003
0.0036
0.0415
0.0491
0.0000
0.0000
0.0008
0.0000
0.0000
0.1119
0.0034
0.0103
0.0000
0.0000
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B
0.0469
0.0008
0.0004
0.0218
0.1194
0.0000
0.0018
0.0008
0.0459
0.0000
0.0028
0.0736
0.0000
0.1681
0.0231
0.0000
0.0000
0.0282
0.0027
0.0002
0.0243
0.0023
0.0032
0.0000
0.0069
0.0000

D
0.0020
0.3219
0.1707
0.3778
0.0438
0.1283
0.2394
0.5623
0.0437
0.1818
0.5282
0.1918
0.2975
0.1212
0.0037
0.1747
0.0000
0.2795
0.1795
0.1417
0.0434
0.6014
0.1942
0.1269
0.2897
0.4557

E
0.0100
0.0000
0.0000
0.0007
0.0142
0.0924
0.0000
0.0000
0.0129
0.0000
0.0028
0.0105
0.0010
0.0102
0.1299
0.0000
0.0000
0.0031
0.0024
0.0007
0.0052
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000

F
0.0233
0.0000
0.0000
0.0132
0.0125
0.0000
0.0177
0.0000
0.0280
0.0000
0.0000
0.0108
0.0000
0.1391
0.0082
0.0000
0.0000
0.0175
0.0000
0.0002
0.0382
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000

G
0.0020
0.0000
0.1277
0.0007
0.0021
0.0000
0.1281
0.0005
0.0002
0.0000
0.0198
0.0000
0.0000
0.0013
0.0025
0.0237
0.0000
0.0017
0.0561
0.3512
0.0010
0.0000
0.1422
0.0075
0.0000
0.0000

H
0.0480
0.0605
0.0761
0.1803
0.0158
0.1608
0.0839
0.1167
0.0016
0.0350
0.1582
0.1521
0.1345
0.0665
0.0092
0.0423
0.0000
0.1181
0.1177
0.1406
0.0258
0.2569
0.2104
0.1119
0.0690
0.2152

I
0.0020
0.0057
0.0000
0.0033
0.0005
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0009
0.0014
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000

J

K
0.0103
0.0000
0.0324
0.0000
0.0036
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0050
0.0000
0.0113
0.0079
0.0000
0.0066
0.0078
0.0000
0.0000
0.0205
0.0091
0.0000
0.0014
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0034
0.0000

Table 4.1: Letter transition probabilities; i, jth entry equals p(j|i)

0.1052
0.1242
0.0369
0.0125
0.0456
0.0299
0.0203
0.0016
0.0567
0.0000
0.0198
0.1413
0.0010
0.0073
0.0416
0.0812
0.0000
0.0164
0.0145
0.0101
0.1097
0.0000
0.0041
0.0000
0.0172
0.0127

L
0.0281
0.0049
0.0015
0.0178
0.0340
0.0009
0.0027
0.0016
0.0297
0.0000
0.0028
0.0082
0.0654
0.0104
0.0706
0.0073
0.0000
0.0303
0.0112
0.0044
0.0329
0.0012
0.0000
0.0075
0.0379
0.0000

M
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A
B
C
D
E
F
G
H
I
J
K
L
M
N
O
P
Q
R
S
T
U
V
W
X
Y
Z

N
0.1878
0.0000
0.0011
0.0053
0.1381
0.0009
0.0451
0.0038
0.2498
0.0000
0.0565
0.0004
0.0042
0.0194
0.2190
0.0006
0.0000
0.0325
0.0021
0.0015
0.1517
0.0000
0.0357
0.0000
0.0172
0.0000

O
0.0008
0.0964
0.2283
0.0733
0.0040
0.2789
0.1140
0.0786
0.0893
0.3147
0.0198
0.0778
0.1246
0.0528
0.0222
0.1511
0.0000
0.1114
0.0706
0.1229
0.0019
0.0530
0.1292
0.0075
0.2207
0.0506

Table 4.1 – Continued
P
0.0222
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0192
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0100
0.0000
0.0000
0.0041
0.0722
0.0004
0.0292
0.0581
0.0000
0.0055
0.0386
0.0003
0.0386
0.0000
0.0000
0.3507
0.0310
0.0000

Q
0.0000
0.0000
0.0004
0.0007
0.0034
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0008
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0007
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0009
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000

R
0.1180
0.0662
0.0426
0.0324
0.1927
0.1215
0.1325
0.0153
0.0342
0.0070
0.0085
0.0034
0.0026
0.0011
0.1530
0.2306
0.0000
0.0212
0.0027
0.0479
0.1460
0.0000
0.0106
0.0000
0.0310
0.0000

S
0.1001
0.0229
0.0087
0.0495
0.1231
0.0026
0.0256
0.0027
0.1194
0.0000
0.1102
0.0389
0.0244
0.0751
0.0357
0.0180
0.0000
0.0655
0.0836
0.0418
0.1221
0.0023
0.0366
0.0000
0.1517
0.0000

T
0.1574
0.0049
0.0893
0.0013
0.0404
0.0496
0.0247
0.0233
0.1135
0.0000
0.0028
0.0254
0.0005
0.1641
0.0396
0.0287
0.0000
0.0596
0.2483
0.0213
0.1255
0.0000
0.0016
0.1716
0.0172
0.0000

U
0.0137
0.0727
0.0347
0.0601
0.0048
0.0462
0.0512
0.0085
0.0011
0.3357
0.0028
0.0269
0.0337
0.0124
0.0947
0.0457
1.0000
0.0192
0.0579
0.0195
0.0029
0.0012
0.0000
0.0000
0.0138
0.0127

V
0.0212
0.0016
0.0000
0.0099
0.0215
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0250
0.0000
0.0000
0.0056
0.0005
0.0068
0.0334
0.0000
0.0000
0.0142
0.0000
0.0005
0.0014
0.0012
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000

W
0.0057
0.0000
0.0000
0.0040
0.0205
0.0000
0.0000
0.0011
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0011
0.0000
0.0018
0.03450
0.0000
0.0000
0.0017
0.0039
0.0088
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0103
0.0000

X
0.0026
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0152
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0023
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0002
0.0012
0.0000
0.0000
0.0002
0.0000
0.0000
0.0010
0.0000
0.0000
0.0373
0.0000
0.0000

Y
0.0312
0.1168
0.0094
0.0264
0.0121
0.0043
0.0053
0.0041
0.0002
0.0000
0.0113
0.0819
0.0192
0.0157
0.0041
0.0017
0.0000
0.0306
0.0081
0.0203
0.0014
0.0058
0.0024
0.0000
0.0069
0.0000

Z
0.0023
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0004
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0079
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0004
0.0004
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0005
0.0005
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0034
0.0253
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4.2.3.4

Combining Classifiers

The segmentation results obtained using the aforementioned modifications to the
LBA are very accurate. However, the LBA relies only on HMMs trained on vertical
features and therefore the final recognition of the individual characters is turned
over to the more powerful classifier constructed from combining the likelihoods
from both horizontal and vertical HMMs as described next.
The segmented characters are first normalized in size and centered within a 38
by 38 pixel image similar to the training set images. The sequences of horizontal
and vertical features are subsequently extracted and quantized according to the
codebooks constructed during training. For each character, two sets of likelihood
values can now be obtained from testing the observation sequences against all
HMMs for vertical and horizontal features. A third set of likelihood values is
computed from evaluating the individual character’s width by all the character
width models. Assuming independence, the three sets of likelihood values can be
combined through multiplication to form a single array. However, the likelihood
values from the character width models will be weighted with a factor γ as in (4.10).
As in the LBA, another source of information that can be used to improve the
recognition results is the bigram model. We thus build a trellis with one state for
each character class and one time step for each letter in the word image (number
of letters is the same as the optimal number of levels in the LBA for each word).
At each time step (letter in the word), the array of combined likelihood values for
the corresponding character image is mapped to the states such that the score at
the nth state (character class) is the same as the value at the nth element of the
likelihood array. Transitions between any two states in the trellis at consecutive
time steps are allowed, and the cost of each transition is governed by the bigram
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P(W2|Z)

P(W3|Z)
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P(W1|A)

P(W1|Z)

p(Z|Z)

Figure 4.6: Structure of the trellis used for recognition of a word with k letters
probabilities. However, the letter transition probabilities will be weighted by a
factor ϕ similar to (4.11). This general structure is shown in Figure 4.6 for a word
consisting of k segmented character images W1 , W2 , . . . , Wk . The best sequence
of letters corresponding to each word image can therefore be defined as the path
through the trellis that produces the highest cumulative probability at the last time
step. We use the Viterbi algorithm to find such an optimal path. The weighting
factors γ and ϕ can be optimized experimentally, but here we used the same values
as the parameters α and β in (4.10) and (4.11), respectively.

4.3

Performance and Results

The performance of the proposed text recognition engine was tested on street labels
and major place names extracted from maps using the text and graphics separation
modules. USGS style sheets provide specific information about the types and sizes
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of fonts that are used for every kind of feature in a map. The street labels in the
maps under test here are printed in Univers 53 Extended Oblique which is a sans
serif font, whereas the major place names are printed in Century Expanded which
is a serif font. In addition, the specifications require both types of features to be
labeled in capital letters.
Two experiments were performed to evaluate the effectiveness of the proposed
system. In the first experiment, the character images for the training data were
generated using the same fonts as the extracted text according to USGS style
sheets. In the second experiment, we used the generic fonts Arial (sans serif)
and Times New Roman (serif) for the training data in order to assess the performance of the system in cases where the specific fonts used on the maps are not
known. Both experiments were carried out according to the same procedure, and
the implementation details that follow should be considered to apply to both cases.

4.3.1

Training

The choice of values for each of the parameters in the TDM (Section 4.2.1) can
significantly impact the level of degradations in a character image. This effect can
be seen in Figure 4.7 where a wide range of degradations are induced by changing
only the two parameters blur and thresh, while keeping the remaining parameters
constant.
The artificial character images generated by the TDM should closely mimic
the defects and degradations seen in real characters extracted from maps. Correct
estimation of the parameters that govern the behavior of these models is therefore
critical to the overall performance of our recognition system.
A number of methods for estimation of defect parameters in scanned docu-
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Figure 4.7: Effect of changing parameters blur and thresh on quality of a character; Left: original character image; Right: noisy images generated by TDM, blur
increasing from top to bottom, thresh increasing from left to right
ments have been reported in the literature. Barney Smith [78] proposed a method
to estimate the blurring and threshold parameters from scanned star chart patterns using a joint distortion parameter called the edge spread. A drawback of
this method for our application is that we only have access to the scanned maps,
but not the actual scanner that is needed to produce the scanned pattern. An
improvement over this method was presented by the same author in [79] where
instead of using a predefined pattern, the blurring and threshold parameters are
estimated from acute corners of characters in binarized scanned text images. The
estimated parameters were then used to generate artificial character samples that
resembled actual scanned character. This technique was shown to produce good
results for the parameters in their midrange values, but was less effective in case
of more severe deformations that are sometimes seen in characters extracted from
maps. In addition, the estimation of the remaining parameters in Baird’s defect
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model is not discussed in either of these methods. Kanungo et al. [80] have developed a statistical bootstrapping method which tests the hypothesis that two sets
of images belong to the same underlying distribution. Given two sets of character
samples, one real and one synthetic, and a test statistic which defines a distance
function, the null hypothesis is rejected (or accepted) by comparing the p-value
of the test statistic with a user specified significance level. Baird [81] showed that
this method can be effectively used to make fine and accurate discriminations with
regards to the parameters used in his character defect model.
Here the HMMs were trained on both fonts, based on noisy character images
created by the TDM and EDM. In order to find the optimal settings for the defect
parameters, five actual character samples were extracted from the maps for each
of a few randomly selected letters. Here we used samples from letters M, S, A, N,
and R which required the manual extraction of a total of 25 character samples.
Each defect parameter was then allowed to vary within specific intervals, and
for each set of parameters 60 artificial characters were created using the TDM.
The Mean Square Error (MSE) of the artificial characters relative to the actual
character samples was then computed, and averaged over the total number of letter
samples. The combination of parameters which produce the minimum MSE should
constitute the optimal settings for the defect parameters. However, in practice it
was found that the final performance of the recognition engine improves if the
defect parameters are chosen from a few combinations of parameters that produce
the smallest MSEs rather than only the one that generates the absolute minimum.
Based on this observation, the values of parameters blur and sens were fixed at 1.7
(in units of output pixels) and 0.085, respectively, the size of the 2D blurring filter
was allowed to range between 3 and 5 output pixels, and the parameter thresh was
allowed to range between 0.4 and 0.55 in steps of 0.05. Figure 4.8 shows examples
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(a)

(b)

Figure 4.8: Samples of characters A and M: a) Real characters extracted from
maps, b) Character images generated using the TDM and the EDM
of two actual character samples extracted from the maps in the test set, along with
the artificially created images used in training.
For each character class from A:Z and for each font, 240 artificial character
images were created using the TDM (a total of 26 × 480 images). The images
for each character class were then combined together such that characters from
the two fonts would appear in alternate positions. A second set of images were
created in a similar fashion, and used as the input to the EDM to replicate the
effect of intersecting lines. The training of the HMMs was performed in two stages.
First, the HMMs were trained on the set of images created by the TDM so that
the general structure of the characters would be learned by the character models.
This was followed by a second round of training using the more degraded character
images from the EDM to fine-tune the parameters in each HMM. The two rounds
of training utilize close to 25000 artificially created character images. Clearly,
extracting a training set of this size from actual character samples would have
been an impossible task.
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4.3.2

Exception Handling

Curvilinear text comprises only a very small percentage of the total amount of
text in maps. Since individual characters in such words are situated along a curve
(rather than a straight line), the preprocessing algorithm described in Section 4.2.2
cannot be used in such rare cases. As the LBA relies on proper normalization of
the input word images (which is not possible in this case), we need a different
character segmentation procedure that can be applied to curvilinear words.
During pyramid decomposition and the subsequent fitting of the individual
word blobs with the minimum area enclosing rectangle (Chapter 3), curved words
will show high variation in the distance between the bottom (or top) side of their
enclosing rectangle and the bottom of the blob, whereas flat words will be snugly
fit with the enclosing rectangle. Curved words can therefore be automatically
identified.
The individual characters in curvilinear text are better separated from each
other compared to regular text, which means they are better candidates for explicit segmentation algorithms. Here we used the algorithm in [82] to obtain the
individual characters in such words. The combined classifier in Section 4.2.3.4
was subsequently utilized to recognize the individual characters in each curvilinear
word image.

4.3.3

Results

Table 4.2 summarizes the recognition results for the extracted street labels and
place names using HMMs trained on actual and generic fonts (experiments I and II,
respectively), and a commercial OCR which was used to benchmark our system.
While specific details of the inner workings of commercial systems are almost
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Table 4.2: Performance evaluation of recognition of characters: Our system vs.
ABBYY FineReader10
Recognition Engine

Correct

Wrong

Recognition Rate

Experiment I (actual fonts)

964

63

93.87%

Experiment II (generic fonts)

936

91

91.14%

ABBYY FineReader10

921

106

89.68%

never available, it is safe to assume that they all at the very least utilize letter
transition probabilities and dictionaries. Here we used ABBYY FineReader10
(the most recent version available at the time), which is one of the leading OCR
systems available on the market. To compute the number of errors (and thereby
the recognition rate) in each case we used the single character edit distance which
counts each insertion, deletion, and substitution as one error.
As expected, the commercial OCR performed well in cases where the level of
noise and defects was low (e.g. Figure 4.9a), but showed a drop in its recognition rate for words that were not perfectly horizontal, or when the defects were
too extensive (e.g. Figure 4.9b in which the first two words were recognized as
“MACiKAY” and “P4U&AOE”, respectively, compared with “MACKAY” and
“PALIDADE” using our system).
It should also be noted that both systems performed at close to 100% for the
words printed in the serif font (Century Expanded ). This could be an indication
that the serif fonts have more distinguishing features compared to sans serif fonts,
making them more resilient to noise. As a result, misclassification errors that
resulted in detecting sides of the larger characters (which were printed in the serif
font) as belonging to the linear feature layer are inconsequential as far as text
recognition is concerned.
The performance of the recognition engine can be further improved if contex-
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(a)

(b)

Figure 4.9: Extracted street labels: a) words recognized correctly by both OCRs,
b) words with poor recognition by ABBYY FineReader10
tual knowledge in the form of a gazetteer becomes available. In that case, it is
easy to incorporate this knowledge into the existing system using for instance the
Dictionary Viterbi Algorithm [83].

4.4

Conclusion

In this chapter we discussed the various components of a custom OCR for the
recognition of text extracted from maps. Our multi-font HMM based recognition
unit contains several unique features that enable it overcome the various difficulties associated with the recognition of text extracted from maps. Firstly, a fully
parameterized defect model is specially designed to generate artificial training sets
and eliminate the need for manual extraction and labeling of actual character samples. Secondly, a RANSAC based preprocessing algorithm is used to remove some
of the artifacts attached to the text so that each word image can be properly
normalized. Finally, the LBA is used as an implicit segmentation algorithm that
performs superbly even in the case of conjoined or broken characters.
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A leading commercial OCR was used as a benchmark to assess the performance
of our recognition engine. As expected the commercial OCR had a high recognition rate for clean word images, but performed poorly on words that were not
perfectly horizontal or contained too much noise. Overall our text recognition engine achieved a recognition rate of 94%, resulting in a 4% lead over the commercial
OCR. It is also important to note that our system does not rely on gazetteers or
lexicons, and only letter transition probabilities are utilized to improve its performance.

Chapter

5

Conclusion and Future Work
5.1

Summary of Results

In this dissertation we addressed some of the challenges involved with the development of a complete map understanding system. By combining a wide range of
new and well established techniques, we have shown the feasibility of replacing
the tedious, error prone, and time consuming manual map digitization methods
with a set of nearly automatic procedures. Starting from the original scanned map
image, we described the individual modules that sequentially extract each type of
graphical feature in a separate layer until a text only image is obtained. These
steps consist of a color transformation that increases the contrast between the colors of features in the foreground in order to improve the separability of features
printed in different colors (Chapter 2), directional morphological filtering and a
new line representation method for the separation of linear features that are regularly intersecting with the text and printed in the same color as the text (Chapter
3), and finally a series of methods for non-character object detection and removal,
character grouping, and text reorientation (also Chapter 3). In addition, we in-
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troduced a custom multi-font segmentation-free OCR that is specifically designed
according to the difficulties associated with the recognition of text extracted from
maps (Chapter 4).
The proposed map understanding system has several advantages over other
algorithms and systems reported in the literature. Rather than relying on prior
knowledge about the underlying properties of features, making simplistic assumptions, or relying heavily on user interaction, we presented algorithms that can
nearly automatically extract each type of graphical feature according to its most
basic attributes. Moreover, we have used a modular structure for the proposed
platform, and the operation of each of our algorithms is controlled using only a
few adjustable parameters. The same general principle was followed in the design of the text recognition unit, where we used a custom noise model to replace
the manual extraction and labeling of character samples, and relied only on the
most general form of language model (bigrams) to improve the recognition rate.
The application of the proposed system can therefore be easily extended to maps
produced by different organizations (including maps in other languages), and even
other types of scanned documents such as engineering drawings and blueprints.
Furthermore, the near automation of the feature extraction and text recognition
processes makes our system ideal for batch processing of large number of documents, so that whole repositories of printed documents can be processed with
minimal amount of user involvement.

5.2

Future Work

While the performance of the map feature extraction and text recognition system
described here is promising, more work still needs to be done to improve the results
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of both the graphics extraction and text recognition components. Due to the wide
variability in the characteristics and types of features that are represented in maps
produced by different organizations, complete automation of the map digitization
process may not be realizable. Instead, a realistic goal for any map conversion
system should be to take advantage of user interaction when needed, but to limit
the amount of user involvement to only a supervisory capacity. A number of ideas
towards realizing this goal are presented below:
Contour line extraction: Discontinuities along the extracted contour lines can
be corrected in post processing according to their special properties. While
contour lines may be closely spaced next to one another, they never intersect
with each other. In addition, contour lines form closed curves, except at the
edges of the map image. A line tracing algorithm can therefore be designed
find the local endpoints of broken segments, and locate the proper connection
point on the other side of the each gap according to the local orientation of
the line, and the aforementioned constraints.
Linear feature extraction: Based on the current design of the proposed system, each module operates independently from its preceding and succeeding
processes. However, in some cases it may be possible to exchange information
between the output layers in order to correct some of the misclassification errors. As discussed in Chapter 3, sides of the largest characters are sometimes
classified as belonging to the linear feature layer. As the main bodies of such
characters are present in the text only image, we can infer the possible locations and shapes of the incorrectly classified character segments in the linear
feature layer. A procedure could then be developed to identify and remove
such segments from the linear feature layer. The detected character parts
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can be subsequently returned to the text layer in order to restore the damaged characters. In a similar fashion, it may be possible to use information
from the linear feature layer to remove linear segments that pass through the
characters.
Text grouping : In cases where different textual strings are printed in close proximity to one another, grouping the characters based solely on pyramid decomposition may result in merging the unrelated strings into a single blob.
This problem can be solved by exchanging information with the linear feature layer so that in addition to neighborhood-based reasoning, the location
of characters with respect to their adjacent lines is also taken into consideration. Accordingly, a procedure can be developed to group the characters
together only if they are situated along the same line.
Text recognition: The proposed text recognition unit can still be improved such
that words that contain a mixture of both upper case and lower case characters, or letters and numbers can be processed at the same performance rate
as words that contain only capital letters. A first step towards that direction
would be to change the bigram probabilities so that they will allow transitions between lower case and upper case letters, and numbers. A simple
approach would be to set the likelihood of such transitions to a fixed small
value. In case of batch processing where a large number of maps from the
same producer are available, a more accurate estimate can be computed according to probability distributions that are learned from processing a large
enough population of actual text samples.
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5.3

Publications

The author’s publications are listed below:
1. A. Pezeshk, R. L. Tutwiler, Automatic Feature Extraction and Text Recognition from Scanned Topographic Maps, Accepted for Publication by IEEE
Transactions on Geoscience & Remote Sensing DOI 10.1109/TGRS.2011.2157697
2. A. Pezeshk, R. L. Tutwiler, Character degradation model and HMM word
recognition system for text extracted from maps, Accepted for publication in
Document Recognition and Understanding, InTech, ISBN: 978-953-307-995-0
3. A. Pezeshk, R. L. Tutwiler, Extended Character Defect Model for Recognition of Text from Maps, Proc. IEEE Southwest Symp. Image Analysis &
Interpretation, pp. 85-88, 2010
4. A. Pezeshk, R. L. Tutwiler, Improved Multi Angled Parallelism for Separation of Text from Intersecting Linear Features in Scanned Topographic Map,
Proc. ICASSP 2010, pp. 1078-1081, 2010
5. A. Pezeshk, R. L. Tutwiler, Text Segmentation and Reorientation from Scanned
Color Topographic Maps, Proc. 10th IASTED Intl. Conference on Signal
and Image Processing (SIP08), pp. 94-97, 2008
6. A. Pezeshk, R. L. Tutwiler, Contour Line Recognition & Extraction from
Scanned Color Maps Using Dual Quantization of the Intensity Image, Proc.
IEEE Southwest Symp. Image Analysis & Interpretation, pp. 173-176, 2008
7. A. Pezeshk, Y. Gao, K. Uchino, Ultrasonic Piezoelectric Hypochlorous Acid
Humidifier for Disinfection Applications, Annual Research Journal EEREU,
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Pennsylvania State University Dept. of Electrical Engineering , vol.2, pp.
73-84, August 2004

5.4

Patents

The author’s patent applications are listed below:
1. Aria Pezeshk, Fergus Ross, Joint DC Minimization and Bit Detection, Patent
No. 7,916,605
2. Aria Pezeshk, Fergus Ross, Method for Improved Decoding under Optical
and Electronic Noise, Patent Pending
3. Aria Pezeshk, Fergus Ross, Bit Probability Estimation Method for Noisy
Modulation Code, Patent Pending
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